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PREFACE

This report presents an evaluation of Northwestern University's

Integiatea Science Program (ISP): The.evaluation of higher education

courses, especially an entire curriculuq, was a new venture for us. As

it turned out, our attempts to locate pertinent literature in this area

confirmed that this was generally unexplored terrain. Although education

is perhaps the oldest area of evaluative concern, the systematic assessment

of entire programs 'las only recently recethd attention. Thus this report

breaks new ground, not only personally but for the evaluation community as

well. It is our sincere hope that the path we have blazed--the general

perspective, the methods, design, analyses, and even the mistakes--wi41 be

helpful to those who next travel this way. To those interested in the

substance of ISP as a potential program for adoption, we also hope to have

provided a clear map for establishing and conducting such a program.

The evaluation was conducted over a three-year period from September,

1976 to May, 1979. Support f9r this work was provided as part of the furtds

awarded to ISP-by the National Science Foundation's,Alternatives in Higher

Education Program. We hope that the evaluation addresses important issues

in the funding of such programs. However, we must caution the reader that

1SP is still a rapidly evolving program, and that the results presented

here must be viewed in this context. While we believe the findings are

instructive, they are in no way definitive. in particular, we do not and

cannot address the crucial issue of external validity. Whether or not the

program will work at Slippery Rock, or Harvatd for that matter, is beyond

the scope of our findings. Nevertheless, we do believe that we have identi

fied a number of factors that are ciucial to the success of such a program.
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S*UMMARY

This is a report of an evaluation of Northwestern University's

%

Integrated Science Program (tSP). ISP is an undergraduate program begun

in 1976 that proviAes an accelerated interdisciplinary education in

science and mathematics to intellectually superior students. The program

lasts only three yeari with a B.A. in science awarded upon camiletion.

The major goal of ISP is to produce "pansciantists interested-in pursuing

advanced postgraduate training in the newly emerging integrated sciences

such as astrophysics, biochemistry, and geological sciences.

Tire evaluation was conducted over the three academic years 1976-77 to

1978-79 with support*provided fromthe funds awarded to ISP by the National

Science Foundation's Alternatives in Higher Education Program. It involved

four basic components. First, the history and development of the program

were doc;imented by a series of extensive interviews with relevapt faculty

and administrators. This was done so that others interested in developing

such a program could apprecitte the organizational factors necessary to

implement it. Second, the curriculum was evjluated. While the major focus

of ttiis effort was to provide foimative feedback'useful for program in-

provement, the emphasis here was on assessing the curriculum as a whole.

third, the effect of ISP on stucient's attitudes and behaviors Nos evaluated

with special consideration to program dropouts. Finally, the impact of ISP
qt.

on student's careers was investigated through interviews with the first

graduating'Class and a survey of leading graduate programs. The results

are brief4 described in the following sections.



History

As early as 1969, Dr. Lawrence Sloss, then Chairman of the igtological

Sciemes Departmept, proposed to the Division 1 (natural sciences) Council

of the College of Arts and Scienqes (CAS) at Northwestern that. a basic

curriculum be established f,pr the division. he proposal was rejected by

the Counqil. The idea was reintroduced from time to time by Sloss and his

successor, Dr. Fred Mackenzie. Finally, in January, 1974 the Council

decided to investigate the possibility of establishing an integrated science

curriculum and a Study Committee was commissioned by then Dean 'Minna Gray,

with Sloss as dhairman.

The committee consistii of representatives from all the departments'

in Division 1, all ofwhom were chosen on the basis of expressed interest

in creating such a program. 'In its report of June, 1974, the committee

agreed that the basic idea of an integrated science programo4as a sound one.

They recommended that anc,:.her committee develop a curriculum and address

the questions raiged by such a program.

Dr. Rudolph Weingartner, the new Dean of CAS formed a second Study

Committee in July, 1974, chaired by Dr. Robert Speed of Geological Sciences.

In its report pf October, 1974, the committee recommended that a new

Integrated Science Program (ISP) be established for a minimum evaluation

period of three years and that a Director be appointed to handle dmin-

istrative affairs. The report dealt with a number of issues raised by

ISP such as its educational'objectives,*curriculum, degiee options

student recruitment and funding.

The proposal for the formation of ISP was approved by Division 1.

-Dr. Speed presented the proposal to CAS three 'months later, where it



was approved. In Mardn, 1975, Dean Meingartner appointed Dr. Speed

as the first Director of ISP with an advisory committee of representatives

from the Division 1 departments.

A formal oroposal was submitted bi Speed to the National Science
A

Foundation (NSF) in'July, 1975. A year later suppoitegor the first three
r

years of the program, totallipg $418,000, was granted by NSF.

The recruiting campaign began in September, 1975. It involved ex-
.

tensive mailings t'o mathematics and sciezice teachers at se ected schools,

and to science-oriented students as yell.

Curriculum -

The largest component of the ISP (valuation focused on the curriculum.

The major question aadressed in this section of the report concerned the

overall effectiveness of the ISP curriculum. Unlike the early,'formative

phase ,;tf the evaluation which focused on improving individual Courses, this

summative,,component of the project tonsidered the curriculum as a whole.

T. was accomplishcd by examining a set of course-specific (as

opposed to teacher-specific) items on a Course Evaluation Questionnaire
A

(CEQ) as ,well as a Summary Questionnaire assessihg the irgratedness of

the isp curriculum. Both these instruments were administered at the end

of each quarter. The data from the second year of ISP yes used in the

analysis.

Two sets of comparison courses were identified with the assistance
a.

of the ISP staff: general science and advanced or honors courses. Only

chemistry, mathematics, and physics courses were used since they accounted -

for all fteshmen and most sophomore ISP courses, and had similar, non-ISP

counterparts.



The ;mean ratings for all ISP couFses were favorable with most iteum

(statistically) significantly greater than the neutral ploint on the rating

scale. The tSP curriculum was also rated more highly than comparable

general science and'advanced courses. However, when examined ty discipline,

a stabIe,attern emerged with ISP mathematics courses consistently rated

more highly than non-ISP math courses while the ISP Chemistry courses m:ere

not rated as highly as their non-4SP counterparts.' The ratings for the

physics courses were mixed with some ISP courses being more highly rated

and others not. This pattern held for freshmen and sophomores, general

and advanced courses, and for the integratedness of the courses as well.

These findings reflected both the central role played by mathematics in the

ISP curriculum and the problems encountered with the chemistry courses

during the first years of the program.

A separate study was also conducted to determine whether the course

ratings reflected differences in the grades between ISP and other Northwestern

students. It was found that ISP students, in fact, received slightly lower

grades than non-ISP students. These results were not statistically reliable

nor were grades often mentioned on the ISP course evaluation comments.

Students

This section of the evaluation examined the effects of ISP on the

students. It presents the results of ISP's recruitment efforts, the

attitudes and behaviors of both ISP and nOn-ISP students, and the reasons

for students leaviu TSP.

ISP has been quite successful in atracting bright students to Northwestern.

While most of them come from the Midwest, they average almost 100 points higher

*on the college boards than the typical entering NU freshman. About half



of those admitted to the program enroll and those who d; not accept

often enroll,at other highly regarded acadimic institutions.

In order to determine the effect of ISP on,student attitudes and
S.

behaviors, an extensive questionnaire containing 89 items was admin-
.

N,

istered each spring to all ISP students and each fall to ISP freshmen as

well. This ISP Student Survey was composed of 10 separate .sections-

eliciting information on students' use of university facilities,

interaction and attitudes toward the faculty, psychological climate,

allocation of time, and attidues toward ISP.

A slightly modified version of the questionnaire was.administered

to a similar group of non-ISP students. The 40 scaled items common to

both questionnaires were collapsed into eight new variablei through the

'use of factor analysis.

For ISP students the lounge especially provided for the program

roved to be the most heavily used facility. Not surprisingly, non-

academieactivities and facilities were not utilized often.

There wai little'interacrion between ISP students and,faculty. In

particular, there was little contact with their advisors despite pome

attempt to structure regular contact. On the other hand, as the course

evalultions indicate, studehts were quite satisfied with their instructors,

and the superior academic quality of the program was rated as most

descriptive of the atmosphere within ISP.

Overall, students spend over 10 hours par day on academic activities,

with over eight devotO to ISP. Lurequently, ISP students spend a sub-

stantial poriion of both their academic and non-academic time with others

in the program. ISP.students are together almost eight hours per day in

I is
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.class; Aptudy, and recreationalsacti'vity. As a result, it spears that
.

,
there is a substantial amount of group cohesivene?. .

. . 4 .

Those aspects of ISP that students found most satisfying' were the

small class size, the advanced and integrated ciarricitium, and the faculty.

Th!ay were -tot satisfied with the advising system, the computer instruction,

the lack of fTeedom in course. selection and contact with non-ISP Faculty.

These latter-criticisms pose a dilemma for ISP. Many students would like

to explore other outside interests and feel restricted by the demands of

the ISP curriculum while others want more flexibility within the program

to spetialize ipn an area more quickly than the curriculum allows. In

0 particUlar, there is an interest in life scienc4.-by those intrestad in

medical research despite the faculty's view that ISP is not a pre -med."

program.

Over time, there are some chaqges in students' attitudes antbehaviors.

There is less contact with other ISP students out4ide of class and a con-

comitant decline in group spirit, less positive attitudes towards profe;sors

who are seen as more distant, and a decline insaftection for the university.

There also is increasing uncertainty over whether to obtain an advanced

degree.

Mhen ISP was compared to the educational experience of a similar group

of Northwestern students not enrolled in.the program, it was viewed quite

posiively. lISP was rated-more favorably in terms of the personal qualities

of the other students, interaction with others (both-faculty and students)

quality of instruction, and the ability..to work with other students-on

academiS problems. However, there was,no overall difference between ISP
9.

and non-ISP students in the level of datisfaciion with their edUcation.

LI
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As was noted above, /SP was viewed less favor;.bly in terms of freedom
le

in course selection. Moreover,S%those changes observed over time were

simikar to the ones nbted above. Again, the most significant negatile

finding concerned the lack of adequate faculty g*Cdance. Neverthele0,

ISP students maintain their enthusiadm for their educational program

fram their freshman to sophomore year while it demplinesfor non-TSP

students.

Attrition has been a significant problem indISP with almost half of

leaving .the program before graduation. Interviews withthe students

students who had dr6ppedout of 1SP indicated that a change in career

goals was the sing 'most important reason car leaving the program. Most

of these students were interested 'in 4pIied topics.s'ch as engineering

and'were not committed to purusing post-graduate'education. Other factors

also involved in the decision to leave /SP were the heavy workload, problems

with the curriculum especially with the comppter training and chemistry.
t.

poor grades, and 4 dislike for the other ISP. students.

The ISP Student Survey questionnaire was examined In an attempt-to.

identify items that would predict student drop out. Not surprisingly ehe

two items dealing with the students' satisfaction and enjoyment with their.

TSP experience (JI and J2, respectiyely) along with two others coacerned

with non-academic time (A4 and E4b)*Oroved to be good predictors (see

Appendix D).

Given these findings, two recommOndations were made. ISP!houl.d

engage in more careful reEruitmftut. In particular, the career goals of

,

the applicants5should be ascertained. Those,yho have very applied
%

A)

interests (including perbaps.medicine) shoUld not be admitted. SeCond,

7

)
aa



the advisory system has to be revived. Students do not have access to

faculty for the advice and guidance they need. Other problems concerning

curricular Changes to allow more within.program flexibility need to be

and are being discussed, but go beyond the scope of this report.

ki
Outcomes

Since ttiis report was due shortly before the first ISP class-graduated,

two studies were conducted to assess the impact of ISP on their careers.

The first involved extensive interviews with the first graduating class

held in early spring of their last year. The second was a survey of th'e
4p00

nation's leading graduate scienae departments focusing on.the acceptability

of /SP graduates and Weir interest in adopting a program like ISP.

The potential "greater appeal" of ISP tä graduate schools was the

least important program characteristic attracting students to*enroll in

ISP. As would be expected, the students were generally quite satisfied

with their ISP education and the group cohesiveness fostered by the program.

Most importantly; 10 of the 15 students definitely' planned to take a 6urth

year at Northwistern,,and only two planned to leave.. All, but'one, planned

on post-graduate studies. However, only half had decided on a-career.

Only three students sairthat ISP affected their career choice by.exposing

them to other fields.

.

A brief eight-iterm survey questionnaire was mailed to 125 different

highly ratecCgraduate departments in 1977-78. A total of 103 departments

(82%) responded. The overwhelming majority (85%) of these departments

felt that an /SP graduate with the anticipated outstanding ctedentials

would be admitted, and most wOuld award financial aid as veil. Overall,
40.

87% of all respondents rated ISP as %ore than "adequate as an undergraduate



1:!ackground fo'r obtaining a Ph.p, with the average rating being "good."

Over 40t felt that a program similar to ISP would be of value a- their

university, while only one quarter disreed. The objections raised to

"ISP were program inflexibility, absence of laboratory experience, and

independent projects. Mathematics departments tended to be the most

critical feeling that students needed more advanced courses that could be

obtained in a fourth year. Since most students in the first class were

planning on a fourth year, this objection was likely to be met.

S.
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OVERVIEW

The tollowing chapters of this document present the results of an

extensive eval,uation of an innovative undergraduate curriculum at Northwestern

University (NU) known as the Integrated Science Program or ISP, for short.

The evaluation of IS? did not always resemble the final product contained

in the remainder of this report, and it may be instructive for those en-

gaged in similar efforts or che historically tilriout to glimpse the develop-

'meat of the evaluatIon. Thus this introductory chapter will present the

history'of the evaluation so that the observations noted below can be viewed

from a wider perspective and with a deeper.(perhaps more tolerent).under--,

standing.

Ar ar our first meeting with the newly'appointed Director. of ISP,

Dr. Robert C. Speed, in the spring of 1975, we were asked to develop a

preliminary eviluat...on plan as part of a grant proposal to the National

Science Foundation' (NSF). Working with Professors Boruch and Campbell, an

initial evaluation plan was written and included in the proposal submitted

t to NSF's Alternatives in Higher Education Program. Four evaluation'

approaches were proposed: (1) a'comparative educitional analysis, (2)-

a market research study, and both (3) a systems, and (4) a curriculum

evaltiation. The firsi two of.these were to be tonducted by the Psychology

.Department's Division of'Methodology'and Evaluation Regearth (and later

itsCanter for Evaluatidii Retearth).=der the ,direction ot Dr. Paul M. Wprtman.

Originally, the comparative edUcational analysis was'iP- evaluate the--

education in siente and mathematics provideokby ISP relative to that

offered by the traditional science curricula at Northwestern.. This was

to involve comparisons of both general science knowledge and mastery of



- specific information in the basic sciences. The study was predicated on

our ability to create reasonable comparison groups for use in a quasi-

experimental analysis. Groups considered were Northwestern.-bound science
4

students invited to join 1SP aft'er acceptance at the University; those NU

students meeting ISP start. rds, but not invited to enroll in ISP; and

finally those students enrolling at NV.because of /SP.

Since almost all ISP students were recruited directly (see Sections

2.6 and 4.1), this design had to Le revised. Nhere student comparisons

were appropriate, students meeting ISP admission cirteria act taking science

courses were used. The oomparative analysis also was changed to take ad-
S.

vantage of thee m...andatory course evaluation that occurred at this time.

instead of developing special questiOnnaires and instruments, the coin-s

\

parative educational analysis employed a slightly modified version of the

University course evaluation form to assess the ISp courses. This.allowed

the ISP curriculum to be dompared to a varigty of similar courses as is
S.

described in alapter 3. Thus the comparative educational analysis was

related to the curriculukevaluation.

The curriculum evaluation,which was not initially to be .conducted by,

the evaluation team, therefore became a primary focus of our evaluation.

The emphasis of the curriculip evaluation, however, was:on program *monitoring

or tormative evaluation. Thii kind Pf evaluation focuses pn program op-

eration and feedback; During the initial phase of a new program, continuous

feedback to the staff faculty and administiators) is essential to

allow the necessary adjustments, refinements, and improvements in the

courses as quickly as possible. The rigorous evaluation of a program's

c4erall impact, orsummative evaluation, only becomes Meaningiul after a

'program has developed and is operating as originally envisioned.



With this in mind, a course evaluation questionnaire (CEQ) was

designed (and, initially, refined on a quarter-to-quarter basis) for the

primary purpose of providing the rapid formative feedback essential to

program development. During the first two years of 1SP (1976-78), we

administered the CEQ for all ISP courses at the end of each quarter. The

means and standard deviations for all questions withnumerical ratings mere.

compute4'along with a summary of all,comments to the open-ended essay

questions. This iriformation was forwaxded to the instructors, /SP director,

the dean, the department chairman, and the University office in'charge of

processing course evaluations. In addition, the instructor was provided

1.42th the full list bf student comments.

The first year of ISP'(1976-77) was via as a deVelopmental year

requiring formative evaluation. For this and other reasons (noted-below)

.-the second year of ISP was used.to conduct the aummative curriculum evalu-

ation described above. In addition to the CEQ, a Summary Questionnaire was

administered each quarter to determine how integrated the basic science

courses in mathematics, chemistry, and physics were. The intent, then,

of this aspect of .the evaluation was to move from an assessment of in-

dividual courses and instructors to an assessment of the program as.a Whole.

The market research study involved a questionnaire survey of the

acceptability of /SP graduates and,the'transferability of the ISP principle

to other universities. This,plan rema#ed constant over, the course of the

evaluationAnd is described in Section 5.3..

The last component of the evaluation originally proposed involved an

assessment of 1SP-4s a system. The purpose of this study was to understand

"the reasons for the success and/or failure of the whole system and its



components, chiefly for the edification of the national educational

community." The design was at that time only "tentatively formulated"

and was to be conducted by another group at Northwestern. However, due

to fisCal limitations to be discussed billow, this component of the evalu-

ation was also conducted by the Center for Evaluation Research.

The systens analysis as developed by our team involved extensivel.nter-

views with both staff and students in /SP as well as other relevant members

of-the Northwestern community such as deans, department chairmen, and

other faculty menbers. These interviews served a variety of purposes.

First, they allowed us to document-in some detail the organizational effort

and processes necessary to establish a program like ISP in a university

setting.. This history is described in Chiver 2. Second, interviewiyere

use,.ul in understanding.why students dropped out of ISP. A series of such

interviews were conducted during the second year and are reported in

Section 4.3 And finally, intetviews can also be yaluable in assessing

the impact of.ISP on those who remain in the program, especially on their

career plans. This study was conducted during the third yeat with the

first group of ISP graduates-to-be and is reported in Section 5.2.

In addition to these.interviews, a questionnaire was developed to

assess the impact'of ISP on students'attitudes and beharriors. This so-

called Survey Questionnaire vas also iidministered to a comparable group.

of non-ISP students as noted above. The results of this study are presented

in Section 4.2. Finally, a number of other analyses are also presented.

These include the results.of ISP's recruitment activities (in Section .4.1)

and the impaci of the ISP curriculum on-student.grades (in Section 3.2).

-Overall the evaluation of ISP involved a variety of methods, designs,

PI)



and analyses to trace its origins or history (Chapter 2), to determine the

effectiveness of its curriculum (Chapter 3), and to assay its impact on

students (Chapter 4) and their career plans (Chapter 5).

All of this dep'ended on the availability of adequate funds, and fiscal

constraints did effect the conduct of this evaluation. The initial request

to NSF asked for $60,000 for the evaluation. Although NSF finally awarded

$374,625 to support ISP'during its first three years (1976-79), only,$7,000

was available to pay for the evaluation. As a result, the first year of

ISP.involved quite limited evaluation activities conducted by a graduate

student working part-time under the Center director's supervision. The work

fogused on developing a-curriculum evaluation instrument and initiating the

market research study.

In the spring of 1977 a reapplicatiOn for support of the'evaluation

was made to NSF. This time the request was granted and an additional

$44.09 ($86,400 including indirect costs) was provided to conduct the

evaluation over the two remaining years of NSF support. The funds were used

to hire two graduate research assistants full time. However', since NSF

funding was to end in May, 1979, before the first ISP class graduated, an

additional constraint was placed on the evaluation. Because this document

was due before the conclusion of the,third academic year orISP's operation,

it was notxpossible to collect, ailalyze, and report on data from the end

of that year2N lor were we able to 'obtain complete information-on students'

career plans. As aNresult the general emphasis of the evaluation is on the

second year of .ISP. This,yas a fairly stable year for the program in which

to -conduct the. sugimative emaltAtIon-of curriculum. --itt -least -for- IS?

\N

feshmen, the instructors and the Courses were the same as the first year.



From our perspective there are a number of lessons to be learned from

this experience. First, a program outcome or impact evaluation should have

longer term support than is provided by project development funds. For

a relatively small additional investment this can be accomplished for

most projects including ISP. Second, it is important that evaluation funds

be separated from project funds. NSF was most concerned about the inde-

pendence and objectivity of an evaluation conducted by another part of

the same organization. And yet, after they were reassured of our ability

to conduct a thorough'and unbiased e*aluation, they plated the evaluation

funds under the administration of the ISP Director. In all fairness to NSF,

it should be noted that Northwestern, unlike many other universities, has

not developed the ne.cessary fiscal mechanisms for removing such funds for

separate administration. While this, in our opinion, did not affect our

judgment, it did result in numerous administrative problems.

In summary, the ISP evaluation presented in the remainder of this

report is clearly the Ad product of an evolutionary process. Like most-
.

research studies, it developed in accordance with boih social and fiteil

dynamics. 'As the ISP program moved from theory to reality, the evaluation

also came into sharper focus. Within this context, the availability of

funds ultimately determined the form of thetactual evaluatio and.the

-components selected.

4)
at A,
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HISTORY

2.1 Introduction

The Integrated Science Program (ISP) at Northwestern University vas

instituted in 1976 to provide an accelerated interdisciplinary education

in science and mathematics for intellectually svperior students. ,All seven

natural science departments (astronomy, biochemistry, biological sciences,

chemistry, geological sciences, mathematics, and physics) of Northwestern's

College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) participated in all phases of the develop-

ment and implementation of this program.

The primary goal of ISP is the establishment of a broad'accelerated

program leading to a B.A. in science within three years. However, a variety

of options such as dual majors, late (i.e., in the sophomore year) entry,

and a fourth year provide both flexibility and oppo;munity for specialization.

All degree options are structured primarily to qualify ISP graduates for

advanced study leading to the Ph.D. in mathematics and sciences. The

development of a science program emphasizing breadth but also allowing

opportunities for specialization presented a number of problems that were

not easily or immediately solved. This report will attempt to identify and

explicate thelactors involved in the development of this innovative approach

to undergradUate science education.

In order to reconstruct the history of IS?, personal interviews were

condUcted witti the individuals involved in the planning and development of

the program and CAS documentation for the years in question was consulted.

The results of this inquiry illustrate many of the challenges that meface

other institutions considering similar programs.



2.2jgins _st the'_yr=
The concept of an integrated science curriculum emerged from a _It

growing concern at Northwestern thiat overspecialization in the traditional

scientific disciplines was making it less likely that talented students

would enter the newly emerging interdisciplinary fields of scienci such

as biochemistry and geological sciences. This situation was exacerbated

'by the requirement that students declare a major at the end ofktheir

sophomore year--a Point at which they would have been exposed, almost

exclusively, to the traditional sciences.. As early as 1969 and 1970,

Dr. Lawrence Sloss, then chairman of the Department oeGeological Sciences,

proposed to ehe Division 1 (natural sciences) Council of the CAS that a

baaic curriculum, emphasizing breadth of study.'be established for the

division. Initially conceptualized as a general program'for all science

students, the proposal was not found acceptable' by ihe Council. By

January, 1974 however, the Division 1 Council AL recognized the' need

.for small specialized programs aimed particularly at the more talentod

,student, and a proposal for such a progral, brought forward by-Dr. Sloss's

succ.essor as chairman of the Department of Geological Sciences, Dr. fred

Mackenzie, was recommended for study by an ad hoc Study Committee.

2.3_ Program Development

The Committee, commilsioned by then Dean Hanna Grey,.was chairedoby

Dr, Sloss and included Drs. A. Louis Allred (CAS and Chemistry), Laura

Bautz (Astronomy), Laurie Brown (Physics), Erwin Goldberg (Biologital

Sciences),Mark Pinsky (Mathematics) and' RolArt Speed (Geological Sciences).

All were thosen on the basis of.expressed interelt in the crittiv

such a program.
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in its report of June, 1974, the Committee agreed in principle that

atfiegiam of this nature would be beneficial in both attracting talented

students to Northwestern and reting their needs once here. It recommended

that a highly structured curriculum be established that was geared to

advanced entering studentS with skills in mathematics (differential and

integral,calculus); advanced placement on at least six of.the fourteen CAS
4

arts and stiences requirements WAS also assumed as a prerequisite to this

curriculum. In,addition, the Committee recommended.that.several degree

options be offered within such a program (see below) and concluded'by

calling for another Study Committee'to develop a tentative curriculum and

address the furthei questions raised by such a program.

Upon receipt of this report, Dr. Rudolph Weingartner, the new Dean

of CAS, formed a second Study Committee, in July, 1974, chaired by D. Speed.

The other members included Drs. Allred, Bauta, and Pinsky of the first

Study Committee along with prs. Donald Ellis (Physics) Robert Gesteland

(Biology), and Neil Welker, (CAS Associate Dean, Biochemistry): In its

report of October, 1974, this committee recommended that Division I adopt

a new integrated science program as defined for a minimum evaluation period

of three years, and that a Director be appointed to handle adiinistrative

matters, including the recruitment of students and the search for outside

funding. This report wis approved, at that time, by Division 1, and the

program itself ws approved by the College of Arts and Sciences in January,

1975.

The report of the second Study Committee dealt with a full range of

iss4es raised by ISP, including its educational objectives, curriculum,

degree options, student'recruitmetit, and funding: The-first thiee of



4

. .... . - ,_
.these were discussed iin some detail, while the last two.were,address&I

4, ..

only in principle.

,
a

Recognizing that the number of the students in ISP 4cyuld be

small (elk, About 30 new.students a.year, for a total eff.90-100

,'

'relatively

.!
At any

time) and that they would represent a-highly selectedigrolip'of iritel*tually,

gifted scholars, the Comnittee did not hesitate to rLommend, a bro4 spec-
,

. trum ofechicational objectives, mai'ny of which-might te regarded au mutually

contradictory for less t4lented students. Thus, the Committee stressed *

the need for both educational depthAand scientific 'breadth;it asked that
4

the program both train students within the.specific disciplin, xit provide

for maximum career flexibillty. Itialso urged'that Several specifiC*.pro-
.

visions for peer interaction be made, on both,educational and pirsonal
. ,

levels. For example, the proposed curriculum provided for week4ise:minars

to'foster group ,.nteraction, permit presentatiOn ot student reports, and

allow for additional contacts with other meMbers °VIM) anct, related dis-

ciplines. Perhaps more importantly, it tecommended,that,.subjist to

availability of funds and resources, special facilit;esfo students

be prcvided.on campus.
e y
1

With regard to recruitment and funding problems, the Committee stiessed,

that ISP was to be viewed as an innovative program for a selected group

of advanced students, with very high admission standards. The unique

nature of the program itself was viewed as a strong source of group co-

hesiveness, tending to motivate students in the progran beyond customary

levels. Maintaining such a,high motivational level would clearly requir

both the talents und enthudiasm of dedicated staff, as well as a full range

of facilities, and.the committee recommended that outside funding-be

sought to increase the scope of the program beyond.the capactties of the

liMited University budget.. (26



As edvis oned.by the cnmmittee, the basic structure of the curriculum

would'consist a four-quarter core sequence emphasiiing rigorous pre-
-

sentations of mathmatics, physics, and chemistry. Materials presented

in Illy of these areas during 4ny quarter should be maximally integrated

across the disciplines: tkus, in ttle first quarter, students would be

considering vector problems-in mathematics, applications of these problems

(e.g. vector kinetics, momentum, and free:.-body problems) in physics, and .

related applications (e.g., chemical kinetics, bonding) in inorganic

chemistry.

in field

Similarly,

and surfaces

in the second quarter, mathematics would stress work
N

, leading directly to applilcations in physics (electro-

magnetic,fields, electrostat-cs, elect:zit potential). and providing a

fountacion far concepts ofiorganic chemistry. lb ,

After the initial four-quarter more sequene, the curriculUm would

branch into four derivative seq ces: 'lifesciences, physical sciences,

matheatits andimodern physics, as well:Nes allowing, in a third yea17,

several'further liberal arts options.

semiinar was proposed (174.ar courses

Concurrently, a one-credit.per year

are 3 credits each) thLq would provida

additional: opportunities lor integrating and interrelating8the various

materials.

Finally, the committee also recommended the appointment of a full-time .

,

t> Director tor the program; an advisory committee, consisting of representatives

of departments involved in /SP io provide,liaison with those departments;

and a tull-timg secretary. In addition, the committee recommended that a

means of monitoring and evaluating the progress of /SP be escabl ed.

9 " *
4.
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As noted, this proposal 'met with the immediate approval of Division 1

of the CAS; and, when reformulated by Dr. Speed for -presentation tq ehe-
.

full CAS, was approved by that body three months later. In Marh,..2.19/5,

Dean Weingartner appointed Dr. Speed as director"f IS?, with an advisory

committee'consisting of Drs. Gesteland, Pinsky, Sloss, Welker,,Mark Ratner

(Chemistry), and Paul Auvil (Physics).

Funding

In keeping with the second Study Committee's recommendation that IS?

seek external funding, several sources were investigated, including-the

NSF's Alternatives in Higher Education program, Exxon Foundation, General -

Electric Foundation, the Lilly Endowment, anti the Sloan Foundation. A

formal proposal Fas submitted to NSF in July 1975, and support for the first

three years of the program, totalling $418,000, was grantid a year later.*

Most of the funds (over 90%) were used for faculty, with.smaller amounts

providing secretarial expenses, travel, equipment, and evaluation costs.

.

There were six different degree options and transfer possibilities

46

. specified bv the second Study Committee that are currently available. Since

this repOrt is.being submitted just .ss the first IS? students graduate: only

preliminary information is available on how many and which of these opti,ons

will lctually oe chosen by IS? students (see Chapter 5, Section. The options.

include%

1. Thgtee year IV degree:

2. Dual major: I5P,degree

ISP is an accelerated three:year

be met.in the fourth year.

B.A.. in science 4

with B.A. in departmental major. Since

pro*gram, departmental requirements can
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se/

3. Dlla1 major: ISP degree and interdisciplinary or ad hoc maj,or;

that i , for programs for which formal colirse requirements have not yet

been established.

Combined B.A.-M.S. programs; the Master's degree can be obtained

in the fourth year.

5. tate entry into ISP: transfer is possible up to the beginning

of the second year, without.e3tceeding the normal four-year span. -

6. Transfer to departmental majors: sstudents can transfer out of

ISP at any'point.
11,

Beginning in 1976, ISP students applied-separately-to the University

for three-year B.A. status. As of May, 1978, all ISP students have a

waiVer automatically granting them three-year status. Since ISP is an

entirely new prograi and firm evidence of. its' acceptability to graduate

schools has yet to be shown (see Chapter 5, Section 3), students planning

to continue onto graduate schools in the sciences are encouraged to complete

a fourth year concentrating on their chosen areas of specialization.

Those whp have chosen to leave after three years appear to be oriented

primaril)t,to the biological sciences including

cussion of these issues, focusing on the first

presented in Section 5.2).

2.6 Student Recruitment

Since ISP was designed as a limited program to be made available to

medicine.

graduating

s

(At brief dis-

class, is also

a small group of intellectually suRerior students, the advisory cimmittee

descided to set high admission standards. This was done not only'to recruit

the type'of student who.was most prepared for sUch a program, but also to

attract superior students to'Northwestern.
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Students are expected to'have taken four years of English in high

school, at least two years of a foreign language,-four yearskof math-

ematics including one year of calcuVs (mandatory), three years of science

(with chemistry mandatory) 'and two to four years of,histciry and social

science. In addition, applicants must have an SAT quantitative score

higher than,700; a high SAT verbal score; high rank in high school graduating*

class, and high grade point average; evidence of additional effort in

science beyond ehe claisroom experience; andstrong letters of reconmen7

dation. Progessor Speed indicated that, since the high school grade pant

average and SAT quantitative scores were high for ne4rly allIthe candidates,

,he paid close attention to the SAT verbal score; which was .coniiderably more

variable. In choosing among applicants who seemed equal With respect to

aptitude,for and interest in science, Speed favored those who had shown

evidence'of.high competence in otherlareas as well (see Section 4.1).

Students meeting these requirements can enter ISP directly in their

first year, or transfer into ISP from other prograns at Northwestern or

other universities. Late entry into ISP is feasible at the end of the

first year since all ISP courses are completed within three years.

In order to attract prospective students:), the Admissions Department

at Northwesterri directs three najor recruiting efforts: ,a fall mailing
-

,

of the ISP broctture (see Appendix A) to science and mathematics chairmen

at about 8000 selected secondary schools with strong science programs

across the country; a similar mailing td the approximately 10,0001studenta

who express an interest in science on the CEEB tests; and fi ! on-campus

programs for prospective students and their pareitts. 'The ISP brochure

briefly describee the program, majors and degree options associated with
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1SP, qualifications for ISP, applicition propedures, financial aid, the

facilities, and the ISP course sequence as well as the\-benefits of the

multidisciplinary approach of the program. Included in the brochure is

a card which the student may fill out to receive an application form (see

Appendix.A) and/or additional information about ISP.

In addition to these University efforts, the Director of ISP maintains

'a list of science teachers across the country from whom he solicits

candidates. Prospective students suggested by these teachers also.teceive

program descriptions and application forms. There are no systematic contacts

between th'e IS? faculty and prospective students. If the student visits

the campus, ,the Director generally has a short chat with him and sends hlm

to sit in on a first year ISP math or physics,class. The ISP staff does .

not vlsit high sdhools, make presentations, or-do any furt)er advertising

for the program than is done by the Admissions Office.

Directors Speed and Pinsky have been in charge of admission to the

program -- Professor Speed for the fisrst two years of the program and

Professor Pinsky for the third year. Applications are sent to Is? by

prospective students at the time they apply to the University . ghere have

'been several ini'tances.of students interested in science getting infor-

mation about ISP after appling to Northwestern, but this is generally

not the case. The Director of ISP reviews the applications and ranks them.

Initial ranking of candidates for /SP is typicAlly completed in-

March, and offer letteys iie sent to selected candidates by the,middle

of that month at the same time as general University admissions. Depending

*on acceptances, further offers may be wade until the quota of 30 students

for the ipa4Kr.,g class is reached..

4
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2.7 Curriculum Development and Teaching Arranpments

A broad outline for the ISP curriculum was developed by the first

Study Committee and later details elaborated by the second Committee,

With only minor changes, this model has been retained throughout the

actual 4mplementation of ISP (see Table 2-1). The evaluation of the

curriculum is discussed in. Chapter 3of this report.

As presently established, ISP.requires'a minimum fLculty of nine,.

each teaching three courses per year. Since the nature of the program

places more than average emphasis upon the enthusiasm and dedication of

the faculty, volunteers for ISP were recruitasd in consultation with

departmental chairmen and the Dean of CAS. ISP facuity were almost

entirely supported by NSF funds during the first three years of the

program. These funds compensated the departments involved for-the

t"release'time" from-other teaching responsibilities granted the ISP

faculty by the Dean.

In additIon to curriculum, degrees, and faculty, Northwestern University

has also designated the upper floor of Dearborn-Observatory for the dx-

clusive Use of ISP. This floOr houses the office of the DiYector,

classroomrspace, and a comfortable lounge for ISP 'students. A computer

terminal is also available. It was f4t that the availability of these

'designated ISP areas and facilities would contribute to the development

of a,homogeneous program for the students, ard aid in the formation of,

group cohesiveness and interaction. On the other han4 the ISP advisory

committee did not feel it was appropriate to extend this policy of

academic exclusiveness to the students' residential life and tinis did

not endorse a special ISP dormitory. (Thev.. aspects of ISP are discussed

further in Chapter 4).

32



ar One

Fa] tluarter

Math XI (B91.- 1)
Multidimensional calculus

liwsics X1 (A2-4)
'Mechanics

Chemistry XI (Aiti-l)

General chemistry

Liberal Arts

Math X4 (C91 - 1)

Boundary value problems

Two Physical Science-Y1

Ceology (C15 - 0).
Physics And chemistry of
earth (the solid earth)

lemistrY X4 (C44-0)
Physical chemistry

ir Three

Liberal Arts

Physics Yi ((AB - 0)
High energy physics.

Lite Sciences Y3 (Biology C10)
Cell biology and physiology

Libeial Asis

Libei ts

J 3

40.4011. 4W4.1

Ise Curriculum

Winter Ru4rter__________

Math X2 (B91 - 2)
Vecter differential operators
and ordinary differeetial
equPtions

'Physics X2 (A25 - 2)
Electricity and magnetism

Chemistry X2 (61B-1)
Organic chemistxy

Liberal Arts ,

aim,* V.

Math Yl (C91 - 2)
Functions of a complex
variable

Physics Yl (C36 - I)
Quantum mechanics

'Life Sciences It (Biochemistry
Principles of biochemistry

Liberal Arts

Quarter

Math X3 (1191 - 3)

Systems of differential equations,
linear algebra, and infinite series

Physics X3 (A25:-3)
Waves and oscillation#

ChemistrytX3 (1116 - 2)

Organic cheudstry

Liberal Arts

Math Y2 (c91.- 3)
Probability and statistics

Physics Y2 (C37 - 0)

Solid-molecnlar-atomic physics

Life Sciences Y2 (Biochemistry
c02) Physical and mathematical

bioChemistry

Physical Science Y2 (Physics:C-31)
Astrophysics

Life Sciences Y4 (Biology CIO
Biology of perception and,
memory

Liberal Arts

Liberal Arts

X courses are core'sequence
Y courses are advanced sequences

Liberal Arts
me. .0 N. ali

Life Sciences Y5 s(Biology C12)
,Population biology and
evolutionary theory
Liberal_Arts

Liberal Arts

Libe'ral Arts

.1. . VO it 4.

4



2.8 Departmental Attitudes Toward ISP

In general, a program such as ISP,can benefit individual departments

in two different ways: first, in terms of what it contributes to the

University as a whole and second, in terns of what it contributes to

any department individually. Departmental attitudes toward ISP may be

expected to yary depending on how these two factors are pirceived.

In terms of ISP's value for Northwestern generally, it is clear thct

,a program of this nature can.do much to enhance the national reputation

of the University in undergraduate science, and thus aid, at least in-

directly, in attracting new funaing, high caliber faculty, and, perhaps

most importantly and immediately, more talented students. Moreover, the

existence of an intevated science program at jorthwestern can provide both

a catalyst and an opportunity for the development of other interdisciplinary

courses and programs, and allow for the expansion of interdepartmental

studies.

At the departmental level, the primary benefits of such a program

would appear to lie in its provision'of outstanding undergraduate students

and their potential for developing into graduate students within'the

department involved. With these copsiderations in mind, individual de-

partments have viewed ISP in someWhat different fashions, depending on

its importance to their perceived needs.

From its inception, ISP has received its most consistent support from

the Department of Geological Sciences since it is, itself, largely an inter-,

disciplinkry field, drawing widely on mathematics, physics, and chemistry

as pre-requisites to further training 'in geology. This department.had

the moat immediate incentives for supporting ISP in terms,of its relevance



to'their needs, as well as its potential for developing students prepared

for graduate work in geology. For Slightly different reasons, mathematics

and physics have also been strong supporters of ISP, viewing it primarily
s

as a means of providing interdisciplinary breadth to students possessing

basic mathematical and physical skills and goals. The Mathematics

Department suppOrted the program even though they did notexpect to gain

graduate students fram it. The faculty felt that it was a good_ idea and

the department would like to see it grow. The Physics Department's main

incentive.was the hope of 'getting good undergraduate students to transfer .

out of ISP or to choose a dual major in physics.

The immediate goals of providing better students as dual majors or

\potential graduate students have been less compslling for chemistry, biology,,

and biochemistry. Some members of these departmgnts have suggested that ISP

is weighted too heavily in fay's', of the pnysical and mathematical sciences,

and have seen less potential for the implementation of their own interests

in the program. This has been most pronounced in the case 'of biochemistrY,

which'does not appear in the curriculum until the latter part of the secinid

year. Nevertheless, the initial ambivalence felt by members of these

departments with regartl.to ISP,sappears to have diminished now that they

tao have become actively and directly invr.lved'in the program. In fact,

contact with ISP students has produced favorable attitudes toward the

program and heightened interest in recruiting them as majors.

2.9 Problems Encountered

Ittreviewing the initial guidelines offered by the second Study

Committee in outlining the Integrated Science Program, it is apparent that

both the overall goals and the specific means- advocated by that committee

..t
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have proven to be viable and valuable rec6mmendations. The program has,

indeed, come to lifealmost exactly as it was planned. This is not to

deny,.0 course, that several problems have been encountered in the im-

plementation of the program, and that, in all probability, other problems

will be encountered at later stages in the growth of ISP.

' Perhaps the most fundamental of these concerns the issue outlined in

the preceding section. ISP has attempted to achieve its integrated char-

acter primarily by building its curriculum around a mathematics-physics-

chemistry core, and this has led to a measure of competitiveness both

between these disciplines and the others represented in ISP, and within

these disciplines themselves. Thus, as noted, biochemistry was initially

somewhat reluctant to invest heavily in /SP since its direct involvement

lay, at that time, some years in,the futups. Similarly, biology, which

is-introduced only'after the core years, has tended to feel that earlier

emphasis on biological study would improve the integratedness of'the program.

And again, chemistry, although acknowledged as a member of the core trium.

virate, has felt that its role was being slighted relative to mathematics

and physics. This factor, combined with the feeling of the department

that it was quite competent to find high-caliber students on its own, also

lea to some initial reluctance to participate as fully in ISP as it might

have done.

It should also be,borne in, mind that ISP is structured to call* for

above-average invOlvement in teaching-from its faculty: since'this is

wit the path that leads most directly to academic advancement, a certain

measure of reluctance on the part of all-faCulty to commit.their full

energies to this program cannot be seen as surprising. As a result,



most of the kaculty involved in ISP have,been senior faculfty members,

who are no longer concerned with attaining,promotions. .

Other problems have also been encountered on the arect level of

%implementation of:the program. For example, during the first year the

faculty tended to overestimate the amount of material students could

handle in a given length of time. While ISP students were intellectually

quite Ovanced, their maturity and motivational qualities still led them

to encounter difficulties with notertaking.and lonchours of study.u

Similarly, grading became'a problem,'revolving around the'issue of whether

4
ISP students should be graded on.the same (normal)'scale as other students,

Or be gimpn more generous grades to reflect their advanced*standing aid

heavier workloads. (This issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3,

Section 3, of the present report.)

Another problem has been encountered on the level of recruitmeqt.
. . .

Since ISP- is a novel program more time and effort is require

I

to define

it to high school students than need be expended on more traditional
.

.

programi. This prOblem too, should resolve itsei'f.in a few years. At
46-

that time, it is hoped, students wAll no longer 'nevi to be recruited, but

will be recruiting themselves-into what will, at that time, have become

an established program (similar to that in Honors Medicine).at Northwestern.

2.10 Essential Factors In Develotini An Interdisciplinav Program.

What is fieeded to achieve such innovative, interdisciplinary edu

cational'ventures as ISP? In reviewing the, albeit brief, history of

this program at Northwestern, and by consulting those met intimately

concerned with'bringing it into being, it is possible to isola%e several

factors that sneak to have contributed to the formation of this program.

39 .
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The characteristics mostcommonly cited by the .participants'in the

pr gram were those of enthusiasm and dedication on.the part of an ad-t

ministrator, who would ideally possess enough breadth in science-to be

able to enlist the support: of saientists in disciplin,es other than hii

own. Monetary support, and an effective recruitment program to attract
,

the necessary students were alsb cited as key elements in the formation of
A )<

a successful.program. In addition, of course, such a program must be able

ta win-the commitment of the University itsel.! to see that the program .

is maintained. In this case, the enthusiastic supporte of CAS.Dean

-

Weingartnar was crucial ia obtaining administrative backing. It is

equally essential for the program to have sufficient appeal to attract

a range of faculty willing to devote themselves'primarily to teaching and

curriculum development, since no one individual can ke expected to remain

with a program of ttiis nature over a iong period of time.

While these elements may be fairly obvious, and not particularly

different from characteristics one would expeCt of any successful program,

the'history of ISP at Northwestern suggests that other factors_have also
0

entered into%the creation of the program, and illustrate the limitations

of other approaches. For example, dedication and enthusiasm alone apphar

by themselves as 4sufficient to establish such a program, despite its

worth, as the unsu4esful aitempo in 4the years between 1969 and 1974

demonstrate. Various factors such as administrative leadership, chahging

educational attitudes from the 60's to 70'i, the availability of .funding

and the increased competition for fewer students were all vet)? important.
4
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t
this ,TSP was fortunate in developing two other aspects 'of

rots the start. First, it was at all times tho7oughly inter- .
involving the full and open cooperation' of all departmenW,

involved. And second, as a result of this cooperation, the initial
lations for ISP could be worked out in sufficient .detail to provide a
clear and compelling blueprint for implementation.° Related to this, but-

. .
conceptually on A 'quite afferent level, has, been the aMPhasis of 1SP on

establishing art' evaluation mechanism, ,which has perhaps managed, by its

exIsience alone to head o f a variety of probl,ths that miekt ha
v\developed

;had it not been so olearly evident throughout. Due to feedbacritrom the

evaluation, 'implementation problems -have been discovered and_ corrected.

The ingtructors have been made aware of the level of the students' abilitils,
'while the students have become more aware of what the expectations of them

are, and both have made adjustments.

Thus, it would aPpear that this combination of elements: close

mutual cooperation in all phases; dear and detailed formulation of policy;

and provision for constant monitoring, in combination 'With the de'dication

of the participants-and effective University support, would represent the

key ekaments designed to lead to the silccess of programs of this nail:re.

t
c
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CURRICULUM

A maTOrfocus of the.ISP "du tio as,on the curriculum. The

development ot a new set of cours s epresents the most immediate aid

central aspect 11 the program, add the one that was most imporxant to'

assess. .In particular, thel$P staff was most int:eAsted in obtaining'

11
inimediate feedback on eheir performance so that th9 curriculum coulebe

improved. Thus the major thrust of the evaluation has been on the provision',

of this.formative information (as noeed above).

3.1 Course Evaluation
+um&

Questionnaire. Thisdopart of the evaluation involve'd the administration

of a Course Evaluation Questionnaire (CEQ) for each ISP course at the end

'of each quarter. This form VAS developed during the first year (1976-77)

and e...ftensively revised in the subsequent year to proide maximal overlap

with the University's Course and Teacher Evaluation Council (CTEC) Form

which had been mandated tbat year. The CEQ consisted of 43 items using the

same five-point response scale as well as four questions with variable

response scales and three essay questions (see Appendix C). The first 22

questions were identical to the CTEC Form. As noted above, these question-

.naires were designed to provide rapid feedback to the faculty and admin-

istration. This was given on a quarter-to-quarter basis in terns of means,

standard deviations and response frequencies. In addition, ehe relevant

faculty members received a list of all essay question responses; faculty

chairmen and adminiatratiou receiv'ed summaries of these responses f.or all courses.

Questionnaire Administration. Northwestern's CTEC questionnaires are

routinely administered in class at the end of each quarter. Students are

asked to respond in terms of only one course at a time, apd those absent

on the da* of administration are simply ignored. The /SP CEQ,adminiscrsition
1.
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differed from these procedures in several ways. All thre ISP course.

*evaluation questionnaires were administered at one sttting along with

th Sumiary Questionnaire and, when appropriate, the Sprvey Questionnaires

as well Extensive follow-up procedures were,undertakin to iniUre that as

many students ap possible completed the questionnaires. 'Thus, the ISP

and CTEC questionnaires diflere somewhat in terms of content, admin-
.

istration, and sampling.

The net effect of shese differences on the responses to the questions

so

cannot be determined. However, it would appear,that such differences should

not have a great effect at this level of the individual items; and the one

difierence that could be evaluated (response rates) indicated only an

average difference of 9% more ISP students responding than those in cora-,

parison courses (see below). If anything, the lower response rates for

these non-ISP course comparisons probably are biased against ISP given the

ptopensity of many instructors to hand them out under favorable circumstances

(i.e., at one of the last classes rather than at the final exam.)

Comparisons. The major question that concerns this section of the

report is "Was the ISP curriculum satisfactory?" There are two approaches

to answering this questionone absolute and the other relative. Since the

CEQ used a consistent scale (1-5) indicating satisfaction or dissatisfaction,

it,is possible,to determine whether the students responded positively to

the course by examining the mean responses of each class to the evaluation

questions. Alternatively, one could assess the ISicurriculum by comparing

it to*other Northwestern courses, pariicularly those introductory science

courses in chemistry, mathematics, and physics. This latter comparisoh

was made possible by acwting an evaluation farm similar.to_tha_one mandated

.4.)
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by the University. The results of both approaches are presented 'W.ow.

The comparison courses selectea for these analyses were limited to

the three 'traditional' disciplines of mathematics, physics, and chemistry.

Other courses in Geophysics and Biological Science were not considered,

both because they were not offered at ehe freshmen level, and were being

offered for the first time in 1977-78. In general, an attempt was made to

find two types of courses to compare to the ISP courses: a general science

course within ehe same discipline, and, vhere possible, an advanced (or

honors) course also in that field. Where more than one section of a par-
,

ticular course was available for comparison, the sections were chosen first

on the basis of comparable class size (about 30), and then randomly selected

from this set.

Since the 1SP curriculum was designed as a sequence of colirses, an

attempt was made to find simil4r sequences for both general and advanced

comparisons. This was possible for the advanced courses involving freshmen

math, physics, and chemistry; and the general courses for freshmen physics.

Such sequences, in Northwestern's calendar, are Characterized by the use\

of the same instructor throughout the sequence (as in ISP) and by a simirar

prerequisite structure.

The majority of the course evaluation 'questions examine the.performance

of the instructor. Since ehe focus of this evaluation is on the overall

program and not on specific people, these questions that provided global

assessments of the course were used in the subsequent analyses. Specifi-,

cally the following ehree questions were used:

3
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Question 1: The course material was presented on too difficult
leveNfor me.

Question-2: I feel I learned a lot from taking this course.

Question 8: *I am glad I took this course.

We expected that ISP students would rate their courses as: less difficult,

more informative, and more satisfying.

ISP Curriculum Evaluation. The means on the'ihree evaluation questions

' for the ISP freshmen courses in mathematics, physics, and Chemistry taught

during 1977-78--the second year of ISP--are presented in Table 3-1. 'These

courses were being taught by,the same faculty for the second time, and thus

represent more developed, stable courses that had received formative evalu

ation. As can be seen from these results, the'ISP courses are generally rated

quite favorably. However, there are some differences among the math, physics,

aad chemistry courses. For freshmen, the average ratings for the math

courses are superior to the physics course which are, in turn superior to

the chemistry courses. All tatings for the math and physics courses are

significantly different from the neutral (i.e., 3.00) point while only

Question 2 is significantly better than neutral for Chemistry (all .0 < .01).

ISP compared to non -ISP Courses. Table 3-1 also contains...the means

for a set of similar non-ISP courqes. These courses represent the general
40

science curriculum (G) a student would probably take if there were no ISP

courses available. The comparison courses were selected with the assistance

of the ISP,faculty. A number of advanced or honors courses (A) are ilso

available and the dUa from these courses are also presented.
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Table 3-1

Means of ISP Courses and Comparison Courses: Freshmen

Fall Winter . Spring
IS? Comparison ISP Comparison ISP.Comparison

A G A G A
391-1 314

--.....M2=1_-_-.2217.1_418 -1.9.19-2 891-3 819 890-3
**

3.97 /3.84 2.79* 3.84 3.70***
1.57 2.53** 2.32 1.80 2.37* 2.14
1.60 2.53 2.26 1.64 2.15 1.86

3.92 3.41** 3.33
1.96 2.88,4 2.22
1.96 3.24 . 2.22

Physits A25-1 A35-1 A90-1 A25-2 A35;- 890-2 A25-3 A35-3

-Question
1

3.50 3,32 3.07
Z.1. 2.41 1.54
2.36 2.80 1.78

3.52 3.36** 3.33
1.84 2.74** 1.44
1.92 3.06 1.78

3.56 3.71**
1.92 2.48**
1.92 2.74

Cheiistry A78_ A03 A70 1318-1 310-1 1318-1s 318-2 810-2 818-2s

qestion

8

3.19
2.2 4

2..8

3.68**
2,24
2.68

3.31
2 .23

2.27

3.40
2.08
2.64

3.62
1.84
2.19

3.49**
1.64*
2.11

3.38
2.21
2.75

3.45
1.89**
2.13

3.52*
1.66*
1.22

Means of ISP Courses and Comparison Courses: Sophomores

Matematics ,C91-1 C16 C91-2 C10-2 C91-3 C30
Question

** **1 3.43 2.65** 4.12 3.11 3.79 2.93
1.91 2.85* 1.82 1.84 2.59 2.328 2.05 3.05 1.94 2.32 2.42 2.86

Physics C36 C30-1 C37 C31-1

'Question

2.69 3,08 3.60 3.10
2 2.19 1.62 2.27 2.10

.8 2.69 2.15 2.60 2.60attaia--1 C40-1s
Ques ti on

**
3.86 3.13

2 1.91 1.03
8 1.86 2.21

(p < .05)

s same ,caursi as 1SP.
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A variety of nonparametric and parametric analyses were performed on

) the data. Generally, they yield the :same pattern 'of resul4. Overall,

ISP freshman courses are viewed more positively than the non-/SP general

science courses. A Mann-Whitney U test of the combined ratings for the

three question's was statistically significant_(U(9) = 20, 2 < .05 one-tailed)

in the positive direction. A multivariate analysis also resulted in the same

conclusion(E(3 0) = 6.60, o .009). Analysis of the questions individually

indicatedthat the students rated the /SP courses much higher in terms of learning

and satisfaction (Questions 2 and 8) but hot in terms of difficulty.

The analysis by discipline, however, produced a different pattern of

results. aere both the mathematics and physics courses were found to be

quite superior to °heir non-ISP counterparts (U(3) = 0, 2 < .05). The chemistry

courses on the other hand, were consistently rated as less satisfactory than

their non-ISP counterparts (U(3) = O. < .05). In the multivariate analysis

this produced a significant interaction effect between type'of course

( SP or non-ISP) and discipline 11(6.18) a 3.56, 2 = .017), with all tnree

questions contributing to ,this effect. During the first years of ISP dhe

chemistry coursee were not generally special ISP courses but in a number of

cases (318 1. 318-2, C40-1) were only extra sections of larger advanced

cOurses. Mils caused some dissatisfaction among the ISP students and is

reflected in daeir lower ratings on the course evaluations..

zn the whole, these results are flattering to ISP, it is im-

portant to note dhe liMitations,on their credibility. ISP courses are all

taken by the same

brighter students

colleagues taking

group of highly talented
4

rate courses differently

general science courses.

Students.

than their

In order

tt is possible that

not so talented

to test this. th;
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ratings for a set of freshmen honors or advanced (A) courses in math,

chemistry, and physics were examined (see Table 3-1). Once again, the

1SP courses are rated more hi?hly than their advanced counterparts

(F(3,9) =, 4.88, 2 .03). As with the general courses, the ISP math courses

are consistently superior to their honors counterparts, while the reverse

is true for chemistry. The physics courses, while highly rated, are also

not rated quite as high as the advanced courses. This again produced a

significant interaction effect between type of course and discipline

(F(6,16) 4.81, D .006) with ail three questionscontributing equally

to,the effect.

Since the same students rate all of the ISP courses, our analyses

are subject to whatever biases characterize that small group. There is

no way of really determining whetner the ratingsreflect the courses or

the idiosyncracies of the group. However, by examining the'course ratings

of the sophomores during this time, it is possible to get a slightly better

picture of the reaction to the ISP curriculum. While this involves only six

courses 4thveemetlar,r-twcrlphyrics, and one-/n chemistTy--see 'Table-I:4

bottom) it does allow the problem of ratings by a single cohort to be

overcome. The means for these courses ate also presented in Table 3-1 along

with data from comparison courses.

Although the pattern of the results are again similar to those found

for.the courses rated'by freshmen, the /SP courses are not statistically

.superior to non-ISP Courses-01(6) is 9, 2 is .09, one-tailed, F(3,8) 1.94,
P

2). Howevere.this may be due to the small nubmer of Observations2 -0

and thuM-the inability of thaustatistics- to deteet-a different* .e., low-

power). The rsP math courses once more are consistently viewed as superior

.4 *1
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to their general scielte alternatives. As with the freshmen courses the

math courses are the most highly regarded. Interestingly, ISP students'

rated Chemistry C40-1 more highly than their non-ISP classmates.'

Thus, overall ISP courses are quite favorably regarded. They are

viewed as superior to the available general science courses and as good as

the existing honors courses. In-partiCular,'the mathematics courses stand

out as'the Stroiliest 'crsiewhile the chemistry courses receive the lowest

ratings.'

Integration. In order twassess how "integrated" the' ISP curriculum

was .a-separate /SP Slimmary Questionnaire (see Appendix C) was administered

at the sane time as the CEQ. This questionnaire consisted of 17 items using

the same fine-point rating scale (i.e. from 'I -"strongly agree" to

"strongly disagree") as the CEQ. The questions focused specifically on the

/SP courses in mathematics, physics, and chemistry. The first six questi9ns

dealt with the integration of "material" in these three disc_plines; the next

six with the coordination or integration of the lectures and demonstrations;

the neit three with the integration of homework and examinations; and de last

two-wrth-bvtTall-ratihgs of-ai program's integration.

The mean ratings for the freshman and sophomore courses offered during

1977-78 are presented in Table 3-2. Students consistently "agree" that 1SP

as a program has demonstrated "how different scientific disciplines are

interrelated" (QuestiOn 16) andthat the "faculty have successfully created

an integrated program" (Question 17). The combined mean ratings are 2.09

and 239,. respectively. .Both ratings.are statistically significantly lower

,than the nedtra1 (i.e., '3').'point < .01).

-However, there are considerable differences among the-three disciplines

in their perceived degree of integration. The pattern that emerges is

A

a
A
4
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Material useful:

Table 3-2

Mean Ratings of Curriculum Integration, 1977-78

Fall

Soph. 'Fresh.

1. Math to phriies 1.75 1.25

2. Math to chem. 2.56 3.09

, 3. Physics to math. 3.80 2.29

4. Physics to chem. 1.44 1.96

S. Chem to math I 1.94 4.13

6. Chem to phyqlcs
J

.00 4.00

Teacher Coordination:

7. Math with physics 2.19

8. Math with chem 1.50

9. Physics with math 2.25

10. Physics with chem 3.31

II. Chem with math

12. Chem with physics 3.80

Homework Coordinated:

11. Math w1th physics

14. Math%with chest

15. Physics with diem

Overall, ISP
Integration:

16. Demonstrated

17: Successful

1.30'

3.30

1.63

3.83

3:83

4.00

3 44 2.08

3b466 2.33

13.80 2.33

1.81

2.20

2.33

2.42

Winter

Soph.

1.79

3.80

3.46

3.64

4.13

3.86

f.64

3.93

2.79

4.07

4.13

4.07

2.29

3.14

3.15.

4.33

.2.27

Spring Total

Fresh. Soph. Fresh. Combined
Fresh. Soph.

........
1.22 2.07

4.00 2.33

2.00 3.21

3.74 2.36

4.21 3.53

4.04 2.93

1.26, 3.36

3.96 3.73

1.33 3.43

4.09 3.57

4.29 3.40

4.29 3.29

2.13 3.29

3.38 3.43

3:42 3.38

2.00 1.23

* 2.38 2.07
*Er 'Orb .1 .11

............... ..

1.30

3.77

2.29

3.83

4.08

4.08

1.61

3.87

1.83

2.08

3.19

_1;10

%

2.13
I

2.67
m. allosym a..

-.

1.52

. 3.24

2.69

3.55

3.99

3.73

.....

1.91

2.96

3.58

3.34

3.89

1.25

3.41

2.16

3.69

4.06

3.8 3.95 '

2.46 1.36

.3.76 3.54,

2.76 1.57

3.71 3.82

3.76,- 4.01.

-3.80 4.05

1.13 2.06

3.48 2.92

3.5T- 3.02

2.04 2.12

2.35 2.42

1.80

3.63
4

2.03 14
f4

3.78

3.91

3.96

S.

2.47

3.11

-3.20

Z.09

2.39



consistent with the one noted for the individual courses in the previous

section. Generally, mathematics is seen as the most integrated and

chemistry the least. The ratings for the integration of mathematics with

physics (Questions 1, and 13) were the most highly rated group:of questions

41.452-; 1.-80-i and 2v47, respectively) with all significantly below the heurtral

point (g. < .01). The next most highli rated group of questions concerned the

integration of physics with msthematica (QuestiOns 3 and 9). Again, the

combined mean ratings of freshmen and sophomores for these questions (2.69

respectively) were significantly below the neutral point. On the

other hand, the remaining questions--all involving chemistry--were consistently

yated above the neutral point indicating that the students felt this dis-

cipline was not well integraited. In particular, those questions (i.e.,

5 6, 11, and 12) asking how well integrated chemistry was with the other

disciplines were the lowest rated items. This pattern of results was

similar for both freshmen and sophomores.

3 e Effect of /SP on Student Grades

While-ISP students generally evaluated their courses more favorably

than other comparable courses, these ratings might'have reflected their

grades. Did 1SP grades differ from those of other NV students? In order

to answer this question, a study was done to determine the effect of ISP

on student grades. It was thought, in fact, that ISP students might receive

lower grades. Because of.their exceptional ability, /SP students Probably

I

would be at the top of the grade distribution if they were taking science

courses with other students in the universiii. However, since they are in

a special program where they take advanced courses with one an ther, the

distribution of ttieir grades might be changed. For example; students

earning C's in ISP courses might get A''s and B's in less advanced courses..

51.



In order to determine if the grades of ISP students *ere adversely

affected by their special status, the grades of three groups of students

r-
were examined. These included: ISP freshman, a group of freshmen vho

were science-oriented (i.e., took at least two science courses per quarter).

and a random sample of freshmen dhosen from the university at large. All

were freshmen in 1976-77. Thesample sizes ware: 23, 53, and 104, re-

spectively. .The /SP students had a cut-off scpre of 700 on the quantitative

portion of the SAT--any stUtent with a score less than 700 WAS not admitted

to the program. The other two groups had subjects with scores both above

and below 700.

Two regression-discontinuity analyses were performed, comparing ISP

student3 with non-ISP science students and with the random sample of students.

Regression-discontinuity designs can be used in situations where respondents

zan be classified along a quantified continuum of merit in such'a way that

persons soring above a specific cutting point will gain some sort.of award

and those who scoreffbelow it will not. If the award has an influence,*there

will be a discontinuity at the cutting point when regression lines relating
01

the classification variable to an outcome measure are fitted to the groups

above and below the cutting point (Cook & Campbell; 1979): Here the classi-:

fication variable is the college board quantitative score (SAT-H), and

the outcome measure is grade point average (CPA). If ISP has an effect
1

on CPA, the intercept of its regression line at the cutting point, its

slope, or both shovld'biNsignificantly different from tliat of a comparison

regression line for non-ISP students. If.there is a harmful effect, either:,

the slope or intercept would be lower.
t.

It was found'that the /SP group had a higher mean SAT quantitative score

than either of the other two groups and also a slightly highmr mein CPA,

though the scores and CPA for sll tgree groups were quite high. The



correlation between CPA and SAT scores were relatively low (.08,

for the ISP, non-ISP science, and random groups, respectively).

.38, 41

The cor-

relation is particularly law for the ISP group because of the truncated

distribution of scores.
,

Neither the slope nor th4eve1 of the /SP regression line were sta-

tistically different froi those of the regression line of the other two -

groupi (see Figs. 3-1 and 2). The slopts of the regression line for the

1SP, non-ISP sicende, and random groups are, respectively, .0017, .0028,

and .0022. The levels are: 3.1349, 3.1794, and-3.3393. Comparing the ISP

group with the non-ISP science group, an F of .2691 was obtained F 3.07).

The level of the.ISP group does, however, seem to be quite a bit lower than

that of the random group, most likely reflecting easier grading in non-science

courses. The difference is not statistically significant, probably due to

'the small iize of the ISP group.

Overall, ISP does not appear to have a statistically reliable effect

on grades. Thus die ratings of the /SP courses caitnot be attributed to grades.

If anything, ISP students receive slitghtly lower grades than their non-ISP

science counterparts. This evidently did not influence the evaluation of /SP

courses, nor were there noticeable comments on /SP grading policy. Whether

the grades ISP stqdents receive will effect their admission to graduate

school is beynn*d the scope of thils report and must awfilt a.future study.

Reference

Cook, T. D. & Campbell, D. T. Quasi-eveKiMxintation: Ossip and

analysis issues for field settings. ChicSgo: 'Rand McNally, 1979.
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STUDENTS

Vhile ISP is primarily an academic program comprised of a sequence'"

of courses, it is important to examine its impact on students using other

measures besides grades. To gain a better perspective on the program it

is important to describe the students recruited to the program, Oose who
N

find it unsatisfactory and thus drop out, student attitudes, and student

behaviors. The following-sections deal with inese topics in an attempt to

. provide a fuller understanding of the priegram's effect on stUdents. The first

section briefly presents the results of the recruitment efforts described in

Chapter 2. The next section deals with student activities and attitudes.

The last section examines student attrition from the program.

Recruitment and Admissions

The rgaiti of the ISP recruitment efforts described earlier ate pro-

vided in Table -1. For the four years, 1976-79, ISP has averaged 132

applicants, 67 admissions offers, and 32 acceptances. As the table indicates,

the size of the entering class has jumped from 30 during the first two years

to 34 in the lait two classes. This has been done,to adjust for those who

drop out of ehe program (see below).

Overall, ISP has been quite successful in recruiting outstanding science

students as is indicated by their college board scores (see Table 4-1). The

mean SAT scores for ISP students are 656 and 739 for verbal and mathematics

aptitude, respectively. These scores have been relatively stable from year

to year and are.considerably higher than the average scores for all entering

Northwestern students (i.e., 581 and 629 for verbal and math tests, re-

spectively). As Figure 4-1 indicates for 1976, ehey compare quite favorably
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Table 4-1

Summary of :SP Recruiting Activities

Admission Information,

Applicants

Offers

Acceptance

1976

121

58

30

Year

1977 1978 1979

150

62

30

128

81

34

129

65

34

SAT Scor-esa 1976 1977 1978 1979

Verbal 663 681 641 640
(583) (580)- (580)

Maihemat cs . 747 738 733 738
(631) (625) (630)

Mathematios Achievement 760 ee 755 '53 762

Other Schools Chosen 1976 1977 1978.1:requently

Cal Tech
3,

Case Western
,

1 - 2

Cornell 1 3

Harvard 1
,4 1

MIT 1 5 6

Princeton . - 1 '2

Rensselaer I - 2

Stanford 2 1 4

a
Scores for Northwestern in parentheses.
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to the nation's premiere scientific institutions, MIT and4Cal. TtsCh. (CIT).

Moreover, as the table indicates,ISP is evidently competing with these

and other highly regarded universities. Each year the'students who declined

offers to enter ISP were asked where they planned to go instead. A large

#tumber of them chose to attend more traditional schocils with reputations

for strong science programs such as MIT, Stanford, Cai Tech, Harvard, and

Cornell. Several chose to enroll in. other programs at Northwestern, par-'

titularly the Honors kedical Program. Many s'tudents chose to attend state

universities, perhaps for financial rather than academic reasons. Thus it

appears that this program is successfully attracting the high-quality studentsa

orig nally sought.

Location is evidently a factor in attracting students to Northwestern.

Each year the-majority of the entering class has been from the area bounded

I-zwa to the west, Ohio to the East,'Minnesota to the north and Indiana

to the south. The .igures for the three years, 1976-1978, are 70%, 671:,

and 68%, respectively; 63% of all entering f eshmen at Northwestern in 1978

were from this area. Apparently, Northwestern is predOminantly a regional

Midwestern) school. Within this area it is quite competitive.

,t,tudent .t itudes and Behaviors

Ans important part of curriculum evaluation is to assess the impact of the

program on the students, especially their percentions of academic life and

their allocation oftime. The IS? Student Survey was desiAned to lieasure

these student attitudes and behaviors. The survey was administered to students

several times in 1977 an'd 1973. This section consists of a brief description

of the survey

contained in it.

riM and an examination of students' responses to the questions



The Student Survey was based on a questionnaire used in:a 1912-1973

ftudy of the attitudes of Northwestern freshmen.
1

Items were modified,

added to, and deleted from this questionnaire in order'to maket ore

appropriate for specific use in an assessment of the attitudes and exper-
,

iences of ISP students. Responses of isr students alld a selected group of

non,ISP students to the revised survey form were used to address three key

questions:

(1) How do ISP students perceive their program?

(2) Hoy do ISP students change as they progress through

the program? and

(3) How do the experiences and feelings of ISP students differ

'from those of other students at Northwestern?

The answers given to these questions at this point must, for a number

of reasons, be considered'as tentative. Data were available from tnly the

second and part of the third years of oieration of a still-evolvizng program.

The number of students contributing data was, as i result, relatively small.

The,MArvey contained over 80 questions, making it fairly likely that some

statistically significant findings would emerge just by chance. The data

used for different statistical analyses were frequently non-independent.

Still, many findings appear to be reasonable, based on theory, prior findings,

discussions with students, and rational considerations. Many results em-

erged in essentially similar form in more than-one analysis. While our

conclusions may be tentative, they still seem vorthy of consideration by

those interested in the contribution of ISP to the Northwestern undergraduate

curriculum.and to the lives of students enrolled in the program.

J.R., & rhlanfeldt, W. I. A report on the freshman year 1972-73-to
the committee on educational policies from the Planning Department and the
Office of AdmissiomRevised. Duplicated manuscript. Evanston, Ill.:
Northwestern University, March, 1974.
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The Student Survez questiannaire. The I Student Survey contained

84 Sgaled itens, plus fime open-ended items, d4vided into 10 seParate

sections. A complete copy of the survey form contained in Appendix D.

Section A of the survey consisted of 10 sc ed questions concerning

the use of various university and community facil ties (e.g., the computer

and the student union). Each was scored on a fiv point scale asking how

often the student availed hiM/herself of hilse'fac 1 ies each weele(0,

3, 4 or mOre times).

Section 8 consisted of 4 questions dealing with student-faculty.inter7

action. Responses on a five-point scale indicated haw.often students had

.engaged in each type of interaction during the past school term.

Section C cimsisted of 5 phrases which might be used to describe ISP

instructors, scored on a

scriptive" to "7 - very d

Section D contained

psychological climate of

students (e.g., "happy,"

scale as Section C, with

to characterize ISP.

Section E assessed students' allocation of time (e.g. "whatapercentage

7-point scale rahging from "1 - not at all de-

escriptive."

13 phrases which could be used to describe the

a university program apd the attitudes of its

"snobbish"). Ttiey were scored-on the same 7-point

responses,indicating how well each.phrase seemed

of your waking time is spent in classr)and related issues, using several

different response scales, including percentages raw counts, andt rating

scales. (This section was sligh4y revised just prior tolthe June, 1978

administration.)

d1
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Section E of the survey dealt only with whether or not students had

been told that they could earn their B.A. in three years and will not be
-

further discussed.

Section G dealt primarily with students' plans for their futures.

, This topic is discusSed more extensively in a later section reporting on .

interviews held with members-of the first ISP graduating class (see Section 5.2)

and will only be covered briefly here.

'Section H contained 17 items and fochsed on the contribution of various,

ISP characteristics and facilities to students: overall satisfaction with

'the program. The responie scale ranged from "1", which indicated that th'e

characteristic made no contribution, to "7", wIlich indicated that its con-
,

tribution was substantial.

Section I was similar to Section H and assessed students' .satisiaction

with various aspects of the ISP program. Its 16 questions were answered

using a seven-point scale ranging from "1- very dissatisfied" to "7- very

satisfied."

Finally, Section J asked students to give overall summaries of their

perceptions of ISP. Six objective questions use seven-point scales with

various anchors, and a,final queition asked for suggested changes in 1SP.

In revising this questionnaire for use with non -ISP students, the wording

of many items was changed by substituting "Northwestern" for "ISP" whenever

appropriate, and'all questions which did not apply to non-1SP students were

deleted. These included all of section H,*as well as one or two ihdividual

items from several of the othertsections.
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Subjects and AdminIstration. The Student Survey was administered to

all students in ISiP in June 1978 ;5the end of the 1977-78 academic year.

Twenty-five freihmen and 19 sophomores filled out the survey form at'that

time. In.addition, the form was filled out by ISP freshmen in Fall 1977

and Fa1141978. These latter administrations enabled us to look at changes

occurring during the freshman year and at the comparability of the 1977 and

1978 entering classes. Twenty-nine rftspondents completed the form in
41.

*a

December 1977 and 32 in October 1978. Most students filled,out the survey

in group testing sessions. Those unable to attend the group sessions were 4

administered the shrvey individually at their convenience.
N,

In June 1978 a'group of'non-ISP studentssere administered a modified

version of the ISP Student Survey in order to provide i control baseline to

f =which responses df those enrolled in 1SP could be compared. These non-ISP

students were carefully selected to meet certain criteria. First, the

registrar's files were consulted to. elect samples of freshman and sophomore

students who had entered Northwestern with Scholastic Aptitude Test Quam-

titative scores-of at least 700, a rough cut-off point used in the selection

of students for ISP. In additiou, each student in the control group.had

to be enrolled in at least two science'courses per quarter. Among the

sophomores, this netted a pool of about 60 potential control students; among

the freshmen, more than 100 met these criteria. In order to increire the

comparability-of the freshman sample to ISI2 students, all students taking

less than three science courses per quarter were eliminated. This reduced

the available pool of freshman to about 60, comparable to the number\of

suitable sophomore controls. The.- 120 students were then contacted by

mail, with a follow-up contact made by telephone. The nature of the e/aluation



project_was explained to them; and their, cooperation was solicited without

further idducement. Twenty-two freshmen and 20'sophomores 'agreed to co-

operate in the assessment procedures, and since those nUMbers were both

roughly comparable to those in the /SP classes and sufficiently large to

allow statistical analysis, no further attempts to find control subjects

were made. A common testing time was established for thecontrol students,

and, As with ISP,students, those few who could not attend the group session

filled out the'survey"form on their own.

Preliminary Analysis. Since the-large number of items in the student

survey and the small number of students responding to it threatened from

the outset to lead to problems of interpretation, an attempt was made to

"simplify" the data by reducing the number of variables (i.e., questions)

of concern,. Of the 84 scaled variables contained in the survey, 55 were

common to-the two forms used for 1SP and non-1SP students; the remaining 29

were set aside for later analyses. Of these 55 variables, 40 were scored on
,)

seven-point scales of roughly comparable meaning, while the remaining 15

involved various differing response modes. These 15 were also set aside for

later analysis. The set of 40 variables remaining, then, naturally fell into

three equal groups: those drawn from tne-D section of the questionnaire (13);

those drawn '-rom the I section (14); and the remainder (13), drawn from

sections C, 3, E and G.

400
Each of these three sets of vaiiables was then factor analyzed 4gparate1y, .

using the full pool of 44 ISP and 42 non-1SP students responding in June 1978

for each analysis. Factor anal7sis is a data reduction technique that

combines items (or questions) that are highly related (1.4.e., "load" on a

common underlying variable or factor).. Two factors appearaisufficient to

account for most*of the donsistent"variance in section D, three in section t,

63
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'Oa

and three in the remainineset (CJ). These factors and their definin8

variables are:

Factor Dl, labelled Students, was characterized byligh (abovd .50)

iactor loadings on descriptions of 1SP (or, for,the controlt, Northwestern)

students as happy ,(D7), not depressdd (-08), friendly (D5), high in group

spirit (06) ,not snobbish (-D2), and not competitive for grades (-D10).

Factor 02 appeared to be one 'of academic Standards as set by the

students (013) and faculty (012).

Factor Il was concerned primarily with /ntegratedness of academi

subjects, as assessed by the degree of emphasis on interrelationships among

sciences and mathematics (II), on interdisciplinary subjects (12), and on_

challenging concepts (13).

Factor 12 *appeared to be an Interaction factor, geared to class size (15),

interaction with students (19) and with.faculty (Ill).

Factor 13 was one primarily of academic Freedom, revolving around the

perceived amount of freedom in course selection (I7), along with relevance

of courses to the 'students' interests (18), and a satisfactory work load (116).

Factor C31, Satisfaction, was limited to two variables from thd J

section: students' satisfaction with (31) and enjoyment of (32) their
3

experience with ISP or Northwestern.
a

Factor C32 appeared to be one of Instruction InclUding three items

from the C section which rated instructors as genuinely interested in

students (CI), challenging (C4), and open to.complaints or sugges xs (C5).

Students' plans for an adlianced degree (G3) also contributed to this

Factor CJ3 appeared as the most subtle factor to emerge in these analyses.

The two high-loading variables here were E3c - how useful have you found

6
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your interactions with other students, in terms of increasing Your own

comprehension of the material?; and 33 - how would you rate the' amount of

time required for course assignments? Although no direct relationship

between these two variables may appear at first glance, interviews with
4

ISP students, and their comments on other portions of the questionnaire

suggest that several students in the program have banded together to form

study groups of varyini'sizes. Since such a tendency would appear to

underlie the covariation of these two items, this was termed a Group Studv

factor.

These 4ght factors thus seemed to summarize most of the information

contained in the 40 questions scored on 7-point scales. Consequently,

"factor scores" were derived from these factoTsftimply by summing, for each
4

student, the scores on the highest loading variables defining each factor,

given above, mod dividing by the numbel: of variables summed, to yield scores

in the common,7 -point range. This procedure, of course, is not as clean as

that of using actual (weighted) factor scores, which combine all the variables

in ratio to their contribution to any factor. Such "pure" factor scores, on

the other hand, are difficult to interpret; while simple scores derived from

unit-weighting of the highest loading variables are both far more readily

understood and, potentially, more stable in that they do not capitalize as

heavily on what may be purely local characteristics of the sample assessed.

Thafollowing discussion of students' responses will, therefore, involve

analysis of students' *scores on these eight key factors in addition to

analysis of respditiesto specific dusvey items.
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Students' Perceptions of IS!: Table 4-2 shows mean responses given on

the Student Survey by ISP freshmen in December 1977 and June 1978 and by

ISP sophomores in June 1973. We...will first describe the general view of

ISP which seems to be shared by students at all three testing sessions and

will then proceed to discuss the changes which seem to take place in students'

Activities and attitudes as they progress through the program.

L_AtiesUseofUniversitaun. A striking aspect of this

data is the frequent usage orthe.ISP lounge in Dearborn. Most students

said they entered the lounge during the day about three times per week.

Evening use, though somewhat less prevalent, also appears to be common.

1/,....Uhile students sometimes enter the lounge only to check their mailboxes, t eyL
also seem to use it as a place to wait between classes, a place to study,

and a place to meet with their fellow ISP students.

Not surprisingly, for motivated students in a difficult academic program,

participation in recreational and cultural activities appears to be rather

rare. Utilization of campus athletic facilities and attendance at theatrical

and musical productions, movies, and non-class lectures among freshmen, all

average less than once a week, and sdp4omores differ-only in their increased.

.usage of the university gymnasiums.

*Interactions with FaCulty Members. Students reported meeting with

instructors a.little more dhan once per term to discuss their progress in

specific courses and less often than that to discuss their overall progress

and goals. Students seem to.have surprisingly few interactions with their

academic adlasors. Freshmen filling out the survey in fall 1977 reported

meeting with advisors an average of only .89 times during the fall quarter.

About one-fifth of the class never met with an advisor during their first

term on campus.

.1.11.11..,

66
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Table

Mean Student ,Survey responses of

Fall quarter freshmen, Spring quarter

freshmen, andSpring quarter sophoMoresa

A.

Fresh.
Fall 77

Fresh-
Spr., /8

Soph.

,Spr-
(nn28)

USAGE

(nw25) (nm19)

1. Library 1.86 1.88 2.11
2. Norris Center 1.39 1.08 * 1.84
3: Gyms .54 .76 * 1.89
4. Cultural Event .50 .44 .42
5. Movie .46 .60 .74
6. Speech .25 .20 .26
7. Computing Center .29 .40 .63
8. ISP Terminal 1.79 ** .92 1.63
9. ISP Lounge-day 3.57 3.28 2.53

10. /SPI.ounge-night 2.57 2.20 1.84

B. FACULTY INTERACTION

.1. Discuss Course 1.14 1.20 1.26
2. Discuss Goals .21 ..56 .74
3. Meet Advisor .89 1.04 .74
4. Receive Positive .27 .67 .63

Feedback

C. INSTRUCTORS

1. interested in Studentt-,6 1; 5.88 * 5.05
2. Not Know Student Name 1 * 2.32 2.68,
3. Grading Irrelevant 2.4 2.56 2.53
4. Challenging 6.18 * 5.56 4.63
5. Open to Complaints 5.39 5.32 5.21

D. CLIMATE

1. intellectual 5.68 5.32 5.63
2. 'Snobbish 2.39 2.96 2.89

.3. Social 4.43 4.12 3.37
4. Practical-minded 4.89 4.56 4.47

C...-:----
5. Friendly 5.68 5.20 4.42
6. Group-spirit 5.43 ie 4.50 3.84
7. Happy 4.71 4.25 4.26
8. Depressed 3.46 3.63 3.47
9. Affection for N.U. 3.71 3.04 3.26

10. Competitive 3.75 4.08 4.51
U. Honesty'S Integrity 5.71 5.54 5.72
12. High faculty Standards 6.14 5.92 5.18
13. High Student Standards 5.64 5.71 5.53

N
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:liable 4-4 Cont'd.

a

."1

Fresh. JPreah. Soph.
Fall 77 Spi. 78 Spr.'78

E. TIME

1. 2 in aass. not asked 25 22
2. 2 Academic Outside not asked 33 31

. Class e
3a. #top 3 Academic in ISP 2.50 2.20 2.00
3b. : Academic with ISP , 60 * 35 32
3c. Student Itteractions, not asked 5.64' 5.16

Useful
4a. #top 3 non-academic 1.48 -1.12 .84
4b. 2 now-academic with 33 24 20

/S1)

FUTURE

1. Want ISP 4 years 3.46
2. 4th Year at N.U. 5.57
3. Advanced Degree 6.61
6. Future in Science 6.04

H. IMPORTANCE

*

'4.20

5.55
6 00.

5.90
.

3.44
5.94
6.47
5.93

1. ISP Lounge 5.18 4.84 4.41.
2. ISP Seffinars 4.11 44.24 3.68

.

3. Lab Visits 3.83 3.70 2.59
/

,..4. Computer Facilities 5.43 * 4.92 4.53
5. Computer Instriction 4.46 4.48 * 2.84
6. Intelligent Students 5.54
7. Students 4king Science 5.54
6 Degree 3 Years 4.48

1

5.32
5:32
4.24

r---
,

4.79'

4.58
447

9.' Two Degrees in 4 Years 5.21 . 4.76 4.78
10. No Major f.18 4.60 4.26 !
11. Covers all Science & 6.07 5.84 5.63

M!ith .

12. Integrative 6.00 N\5.71 5.11,
13. Accelerated 6.07 /5.96 5.53
14. Small Class'Size 646 * 6.12 5.147

15. Good Faculty 6.32 * 5.92 5.39
16. Advising System' 4.48 .* '3.38 2.79
17. .Appeal to Grad. Students 5.26 *. 4*.52 4.32
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Table 4-2 Cont'd.

I.

-

VATISFACTION

Fresh.
Fall 77

Fresh.
Spr. 78

Soph.
Spr. _78

1. Math St Science 5.25' 5.20 5.26
Integration

2. Interdisciplinary 4.89 4.48 4.68
3. Challenging 5.44 5.52 5.37
4. Mastery of Basics 4.68 4.88 4.42
5. Class. Size 6.57 * 6.12 5.95
6. Difficulty 5.61 5.68 5.58
7. Freedom 3.21 2.52 2.95
8. Relevance 5.04 4.56 4.00

s

9. Interact with ISP
Students

5.64 5.20 4.84

1 Interact with Other 4.36 3.80 4.26
Students

11. Interact with ISP 5.18 4.80 5.114'
FacultY

12. Interact with other 3.67 3.68 3.84
Faculty

13 Faculty Guidance 4.25 3.76 3.53
14. Physical Facilities 5.82 * 5.36 5.11
15. Creative Outlets 3.96 3.60 3.95
16. Workl9ad 4.21 3.96 3.95

J. GOERAL

1. Satisfaction 5.37 4.84 4.63
2. Enjoyment 5.41 5.28 4.68
3. Time Required 5.04 5.16 5.00
4. Knowledge Gained

vs. Wanted
not asked 4.96 4.32

5. Hard to manage *time 4.71 4.96 3.95
6. ISP better than 5.92 4. 5.63 5.83

Traditional

Means differ at 2 < .05 level.

**
Means differ at 2 < .01 level

4Probability levels for changes in freshman year are based on a
repeated-measures analysis for students present at:both testings;
group means in this table are based on all available responses.

S!)
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Several students cemented on the perceived inadequacies of the ISP

advising system either in Section B of the questionnaire or at ehe end,

where suggestions for improvements in the program were solicited, For

-

example, some commented that tSP would be improved if students had greater

contact with their academic advisors. One student wrote: "I haveni't gotte.:

any advice: Goodness kanws I need it too:" Another commented that those

doing poorly in their courses were especially in need of greater counseling.

At least some respondents at all testing sessions seemed to feel a need

for greater guidance and support from the ISP staff.

Evaluations of /nstxuctors. Overall, students'seemed quite pleased with

their course instructors. audents felt.that the instructors were interested

in them and also that they created stimulating class environmeits. They

perceived faculty members as generally'open to complaints and suggestions

frpm students and aslair in their assignment of course grades.

Psycholo.4ical Climate. ISP students rated 13 phrases with respect to

how well they described the atmosphere within IS? and/or the attitudes of

ISP students. Fall quarter freshme4, spring quarter freshmen, and spring

quarter sophomores all thought the Phrases most CharacterAstic of dieir

,program and their fellow students were:

1) high academic standards set by chelaculty;

2) high level of academic honesty and integrity;

3) high academic standards set by the students for themselves; and

4) intellectual. ,

Thus the superior acadeiic quality of the program appears to be the out-

standing feature of it.



Phrases judged least characteristic of ISP were:

1) snobbish;

2) depressed;

3) genuine affection for, the school; and

) social.

It is interesting that while students seem generally pleased with their 1SP

experience, they apparently do not have especially warM feelings about the

university as a whole.

Allocation of Time. Students report spending about a quarter of

their working time in class and about a third in academic activities outside

of the classroom. Fall quarter freshmen spent 60% of their academic time

outside of class with fellow ISP students, but this figure drops by nearly

half for those further along in the program, whohave had more time to

meet students through other channels. Still, students report that when they

do work with classmates on course assignments, these interactions are often

quite useful.

Students also report spending about one-quarter of their non-academic

time with others in ISP. It might be noted here that ISP students have

crganized their own sports teams (complete with special ISpiT-shirts) and

planned group parties. Combining data on academic and non-academic time,

it woula appear that the average ISP student spends more than one-fourth

of his or her non-class waking time in the company of other 1SP students,

or almost one-half of his or her total waking time with others in /SP.

While nb other statistics are available to which these values can be

compared, they would appear to indicate a substantial amount of group

cohesiveness.
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In order to obtain more detailed data on what ISP students did during a

typical day, all ISP students were sent memos early in 1978 asking if they

were willing to fill out a diary form indicating what they were doing every

ha f hour during a particular 24-hour period. A group of six students (four

freshmen and rwo sophomores) su%sequently filled out such forms for randonay

chosen weekdays in the middle of the 1978 Spring term. The small size of

this sample, along with the absence of a comparison group, preclude the

drawing of any firm conclusions from these students' responses. Still, an

inspection of their responseedoes provide an interesting view of what an

average day in the life of an ISP student might be like.

The diary form asked students to record for each half hour time period

which of three categories best described the activity in which they were-

engaged. The three categories were:

(1) Maintenance activities: eating, sleeping, etc.

(2) Recreational activities: TV, participating in sports,

chatting with friends, etc.

(3) Academic activities: homework, or discussing course material.

For time spent in academic activities, students were to indicate whether

the time was spent in class or outside of the classroom and whether ISP or

non-ISP courses were involved. Students gave additional details about eheir

activities VI the "comments" space provided for each 30-minute time period.

Overall studenks reported spending an average of 41% of their time

in maintenance activities. Three-fourths of this maintenance time was

spent in sleeping. Students spent on average of 7 1/2 hours asleep, with

none of the six respondents sleeping less thati six or more than eight hours.

.0n the particular days for which diary forms were filled out, then, it

would seem that most students got an adequate amount of sleep.

41v



All students reported spending part of their day in recreational

activities, but the exact amount of time varied greatly from student to

student, ranging from a low of 13 minutes to a high of 6 1/2 hours. On

the average; 11:t of the day, or about 2 3/4 hours, was devoted to recre-

ation. Students' detailed comments indicated that the most popular recre-

ational activity, accounting for more dhan one-third of students' recre-

ational time, was talking with other people. Oth:r activities included

reading newspapers or novels, writing letters, watching TV, or engaging In

such athletic pursuits as softball swimming, and jogging. Thus while re-

sponses to the ISP Student Survey suggest that some ISP students feel over-

worked, the sample filling out our diary form did manage to fit some "play"

activities into their day. (It seems reasonable, however, that those

students who feel they have the least time to spare for non-school-related
-

activities would be least likely to volunteer to spend time filling out our

diary form.)

Three students reported that they spent part of eheir day on an activity

which fit into none of our three categories. Two of the six respondents

spent some time working at jobs, and a third spent part of the afternoon

looking for a job"for the sunmer. Thus, half the respondents spent some

tine in job activities, and the average amount of time spent by these three

.students was 1 2/3 hours.

Not surprisingly for a group of hi lay motivated collegesstudents,

academic activities accounted for the greatest proportion of their time.

Stu4ents spent an average of 10 1/2 hours on aeademiepursuits. This is

about 44% of dhe total 24-hour day and 64% of the time during which students

were not sleeping. There'wea little variability .in the amount of tine
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students spent working on their courses. Five out of the six students

spent between 10 and 12 1/2 hours in this way. (The exception was a

sophomore who spent little time on homework and quite a bit on recreational

activities.)

Students were asked to classify their academic activities according to

whether they took place inside or out of the classrobmi. Students spent an

average of 4 1/4 hour's, or 18% of the day, in classrooms, andmost of this--

an average of about 3 1/2 hours--was spent in ISP classes. They spent an

average of about 6 1/4 hours, ur 26% of the day, doing homework. Again,

most of this time (more than 5 hours) was devoted to ISP courses.

For time spent doing homework, students were asked to report whether

they were working alone or with other students. Whether the work was

related to ISP or non-ISP courses, students generally worked alone. When

students were doing ISP work, they worked alone about 80% of the time, and

half of the respondents never worked with others. When students did work

with other.people, these others were almost always ISP students. In fact,

the one time an assignment for a non-ISP course was worked on with another

student,.this student was also a member of the ISP group. The fact.that

when students are not working alone, they are Almost always working with

other ISP students fits well with certain findings derived from the Student

Survey.

In summary, thi.. th: . td"t Ci11 t diary forMis spent an

average of about 7 112 hours of the day sleeping, 2 1/4 hours in othei

maintenance activities, 2 3/4 hours in recreational activities, 45 minutes

on.job activities, and 10 112'hours on academic activities: An average of

about 8,1/2 hgurs, or a bit more thaws full traditional 8-hour work daY,

was spent on activities directly related to ISP courses.
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ortance of and Satisfaction With Various As ects f the Pro ram.

Students rated 17 aspects of ISP with respect to how much they contributed

towards making ISP a satisfying educational experience. ey also, indl.cated

their level of satisfaction with 16 aspects of the progr Those aspects

seen as contributing most to overall satisfaction were:

1) small class size;

2) accelerated and rigorous courses;

3) curriculum encompassing all the natural sciences and math; and

4) use of-N.J.T.'s best faculty:

Those seen as contributing least were:

1) lab visits;

2) ISP seminars;

3) ISP advising system; and

) computer instruction.

These first two characteristics are probably unimportant because they are such

minor aspects of the program. Indeed, some students commented diet they were

unaware of the existence of lab visits. The low ratings given to the advisory

system and computer instrujign probably stem from dissatisfaction with these

aspects of the program (see next section).

The lis't of program characteristics with which students were asked to

indicate their satisfaction ws similar, though not identical, to that for

which they gave ratings of importance. Few Characteristics ever received

ratings indicating that students were more dissatisfied than satisfied with

them. However, students did appear dissatisfied with:

1) quality of advice and guidance received from faculty;

1) degree of freedom in course selection;

3) numbir sof outlets for creative amciivities; and
10

4) amount of interaction with non-ISP ficulty.
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Responses in this section too, then, show that the advising system within

ISP was judged to be inadequate.

The last three items in the above list may all be seen as indicating

that ISP students feel too restri-ted with respect to what courses they can

take. This dissatisfaction was also evident in students' sugiestions for

improvemehts in ISP. The most common type of suggestion had to do with the

desire for greater flexibility. Two diiferent kinds of suggebtions fit into'

this category. First, students sought pore electives outside ISP. Several

,commented that the program was fine Zor students who only wanted 'to study

science. but too restrictive for those with broader interests. Students also

_noted that they were prevented from taking certain attractive non-ISP courses

because so many of the time slots in their schedules had to be reserlred for

ISP courses.

The other group of suggestions related to flexibility had to do with

flexibility within the ISP curriculum. Uhi,le studentssseemed pleased with

the basic four-quarter core sequence, some thought the more specialized

courses should not be required of all,students. Some ISP students seem

especially interestid in the physical sciences, while others are more

oriented towards the life sciences. Many of thesi students would like to see

separate ltfe and physical science tracks within ISP aftv thp first few

quarters, or perhaps A set of upper-level courses from which studehts are

required to choose a fixed number. As one,student noted, People often don't:

want to take courses they thihk they ll never use, and this is especially io

if they feel,that taking these courses prevents them from taking other courses,

,that they do want.
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While ISP students are unhappy with a few aspects of their program,

they reported quite high levies of satisfaction with others. Those asliects

with which they reported being most satisfied were:

1) size of ISP classes;

-) difficulty level of ISP courses;

3) degree of exposure to new and challenging concepts; and

4) physical facilities of the /SP program.

We have already noted that students see the academic rigor of their program

as a salient aspect and an important one. They arso seem satisfied with that

aspect.

First-term freshmen and freshmen and sophomores

all 4reed on what aspect of UP was most satisfying:

Sinre most classes taken by ISP students contain only

their year, their maximum class size is about 30. In

responding in the spring

the size of ISP classes.

other ISP students in

contrast, tile earlier

report ol Northwestern freshmen noted that in 1972 44% of the A and

B level courses (those at the introductory and intermediate levels) in the

College of Arts and Sciences contained over 100 studcnts. Thus, class sizes

within &are clearly relatively small, and students clearly find small class

sizes highly desirable.

Overall Feelinls. The final section in the Student Survey included

general-questions about the amount of time' requiredlor ISP course assignments,

the desirability of ISP relative to other science programs at N.U., and about

o4erall satisfaction with the program: Students Seemed to feel that course

issignments took a bit too much of their time, and a few commented either that

t4ey, felt overworked or that they wished they had more time for non-academic

activities. Feelings oVverwork, along with unhappiness with the lack of

sufficient freedom and sufficient guidance seem.to cause ISP studitnts to be
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moderately, instead of extremely, satisfied with the ISP program as a whole.

Finally, ISP students seem to feel that their program compares quite favorablY

wi.ch other Northwestern science programs. Some students seemed to feel less than en-

thusiastic about being at N.U., but maipf seemed to feel that, gtven that

they were enrolled at this school, they were glad that they were also enrolled

in its Integrated Science program.

Chanjes over Time

Table includes information about the consistency of students' re-

sponses from the first term to the third term of their freshman year and

from the third term of their freshman year to the third term of their sophomore

one. The first set of comparisons was made primarily by calculating the

value of the t statistic for correlated samples using responses of freshman

students present at both the fall 1977 and the spring 1978 testings. (Note

that the means ir Table 4-2 are based on responses of all students who filled

out the survey form, not ji.ist on those of students present in both fall and

spring. In general, however, deletion of those absent from one testing session

has little effect on the means.) Since the spring-freshman and spring-sophomore

data-came from different samples of students, ordinary t-tests mere carried

out on these data.

Responses of fall quarter and spring quarter freshmen differed in sev.ixa

respects. Spring responses indicated less usage of computer facilities,

probably because formal comPuter instruction occurred in the fall. They also

indicate less positive attitudes towards professors, who are seen as less

likely to know students' names and less likely to challenge them to do their

best. Spring responses reflect e decrease in affection for ihe university,

a decrease also apparent in the responses of freshman studied for the earlier
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repott on Northimeternsstudentss attitudes1
, as well as a decrease in group

spirit.' Ratings of how we11 the phrase "lots of group spirit" seems tib

-characterize ISP continue to drop, though not significantly, from spring of

the freshman.year to spring of the sophomore one, going'from above to below

the midpoint of the rating scale. This deCrease'inigrDup spirit is ac-
.

comparftea by a decrease:in the proportion of academic-related time spint

with fel w ISP studentg.

As compared to fall quarter freshman, spring quarter freshmen are

less sure, 6 the average, that they will get an advanced, degree. Still,

most student at.both testing sessions felt very certain that a graduate degree

was something they hoped to obtain. Spring term freshmen rated several

aspects of ISP as contributing less to their overall satisfaction with the

program. They reported declines in satisfaction with class size; freedom of

course selection, and physical facilities, as well as-in overall satisfaction.

Howver, satisfactiorl with class size'was extremely high at both points in

time, while satisfaction with freedom in course selection was always quite

low.

In contrast to the sizeable number of changes in attitude occurring'

during the freshman year, responses of spring-term freshmen and spring-term

sophomores to the Studint Survey hardly differed at all. As can be seen in.

Table 4-4 to be discussed more fully below, they differed on only one of

the eight basic factors summarizing the data, factor CJ2, with sophomore

respondents reporting less favorable attitudes towards their instructors.

In addition, sophomores use the studAt center and university gyms more

and value lab visits and computer instruction less. Not surprisingly, as a

result of their increased experience, they also find it easier to manage

their time.
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In addition to conparing mean ratings on individual items for the

three sets of responses, we also computed rank-order correlations to see if

about whi-h phrases best characterized the program (Section D),

whih aspects of the program were most important (Section H), and which

aspics were most satisfying (Section I) differed from one group to another.

All rtnk-order correlations comparing freshmen's responses in fall and spring

and coTparing spring quarter freshmen and spring quarter sophomores were quite

high,with values eanging from .85 o .99. Thus, while dhanges did occur on

individu41 items in these sections, there were no overall changes in their

relative \ranks.

One additional source of information on how students' feelings about ISP

changed as they progressed through it is the suggestions for improvement ehat

were offered by students at the different testing sessions. FaIl and spring

quarter frehmen differed little in this respect.

1

offered criticisms of their chemistrysophomores,

sophomores

in Chapter

never complained about specific courses

3, this reflects specific problems with chemistry and computer

However, freshmen, but not

and computer courses, while

or instructors. As noted

instruction in the freshman.year. Further data relevant to this point is

.contained in the next Section of dhis report dealing with student attrition.

Several freshmen, but no sophomores ,noted that they would prefer to

see a greater hmogeneity of background among ISP students. Forinsiance, one

respondent thought students should be assigned to different tracks, commensurate

with their backgrounds, and another thought entering freshmen should .be sent

preparatory study materials during the summer before they arrived on campus.

By the end of the sophomore year, after ISP students had gone through 18

courses together, differeaces in background were no longer an issue.

a
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One type of criticism of the ISP curriculum was more characteristic

of sophomores than of freshmen. Apparently several sophomores had decided

that they wanted to pursue careers in biology or medicine. Thus they

suggested that the curriculum include more b ology or require 'less physics

and that the faculty recognize the fact that some students sougheto use ISP

as a stepping-stone to medical school. While the staff have not gene 1

viewed ISP as a pre-med program, a number of these students indicated that

they intnded to work not as practicing clinicians, but as medical researchers.

Training medical researchers with strong scientific backgrounds may be compatible

with the general aims of ISP, and the staff should consider accoqmodating these

students' needs rather.than, to quote one student, have them "quit ;SP to get

some bio for MCATS."

Before closing this section, t is necessary to comment on the results

_a analysis comparing responses of freshmen students to the Student Survey

in December 1977 and October 1978. These two groups of students gave sig-

nificantly different responses on many survey items. Despite the fact tha

those responding in 1978 had been on campus about s3x weeks less than thoae

responding in fall 1977, their responses often resembled those of sprinr;

quarter freshmen and/or spring-quarter sophomores more than those of the

fall 1977 freshmen. Because of this difference among cohorts, all con-

clusions about changes in ISP students as they progress through the program

must be viewed as especially tentative.

Differen es Between ISP and Non-1SP Students.
_

tn attemptingto interpret differences between ISP and non-ISP students,

it should be recalled that the non-ISP control students Seletted for these

comparisons are not intended to be a set of "representative" Northwestern
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students, but rather a group bf intellectually superior students, sharing

with those of!ISP both high entrance examination scores and an
.

emphasis on:

science courses.
,

Table 4-3 shows 'mean June 1978 responses of ISP
/

end non-ISP studenti to
e

all questionnaire itens given to both sets of students and indicates where

responses of the two groups significanay differed. Table 4-4 presents the,
0

summary statistics comparing ISP with non-ISP students, and freshen with

sophomores, for the eight "factors" get?.erated froM tnose items of the Siudent.

Survey that allowed responseeto be made on seven-point scales. (Missing'

values, as they occurred in the raw data, were corrected by subatituting the

value of 4.00 - absolute neutrality - in each such case; since Ahe means of
t .

most variabtes lay well away from this value however, this mity be considered

a zonservative correction.) The latter table repotts mean factor.scores fdr

the 25 ISP freshmen, 19 1$17 sophomores, 22 non-ISP fresiimen, and 20 pon-ISP

sophomores respondong in June.1978. The means for these four groups are

shown in the first two columns of Table 4-4, with those for freshmen in the

epper row, sophomores in the lower, ISP on the left, non-ISP.on the right."

In analyzing factor scores, an initial "omnibus" F, testing the mean-square

between groups against thean-square within groups was'used to indicate'

whether there were any meaningful differences among the four groups bf.

students Ties statistic is reported in the upper row of column three of

Table 4-4; where it voved non-signifol.cant, no further analyses were un4ertiken.

Given a significant omnibus F, a st-aigfitforward 2 x 2 unweighted means

analysis of variance was undertaken, comparing ISP with non-ISP students,

frikIhmen with sophomores, and assessing the interaction. Of the five factors

showing significant omnibus F values, the subsequent F's showed highly.

f

to

4.



Item

A. USAGE
1. Library

=65-

Table 4-3

Mean Student Survey responses of ISP and
non -ISP student, Spring 1978.

2. Norris Center
3. Gyve
4. Cultural Event
5. Movie
6. Speesh
7. ComOuting Center

Other computer

. FACULTY INTERACTUN

1. Discuss 'course
.2. Disclss goals
3. Meet advisor
4. Receive positive feedba4

C. INSTRUCTORS

1. Interested in students
1. Not know students' 'names
3. Grading irrelevant
4. Challengivg
5. Open to complaints

D. CLIMATE

1. Intellectual
2. Snobbish
3. Social
4. Practical-minded

Friendly
6. Group spirit
7. Happy
8. 'Depressed
9. AVection for N.U.

10. Competitive
11. Honesty and integrity
12. High faculty standards
13. High Studert standards

TIME

ISP Control
(nm44) (n=42)

1.98 2.38
1.41 1.57
1.25 1.29
.43 .53
.66 .83
.23 .40
.50 .48

1.73 *
.52

1.23 1.50
.64 .71
.91 1.00
.65 .76

5.52 4.66
2.48 ** 4.34
2.55 2.27
5.16 4.32
5.27 ** 4.10

10.4

5.45 5.71
2.93 * * 4.37

3 83.3.80

4.52
4.86

?/.44
4.12

4.21 * * 2.88
4.26 3.90
3.56 3.88
3.14 3.24
4.27 * * 5.93
5.62 * * 4.46
5.77 5.51'
5.63 5.59

1.

2.

3.

Zinclass
% academic outside class
Student interact:..ons useful

23
32

5.43 * *

22
30

3.76

93
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Table 4-3

item

Coned.

/SP . Control
VIP

C. FUTURE

3. Advanced degree 6.19 5.29
6. Career in science 5.91 5.90

T. SATISFACTION

1. Math and 'science integration 5.22 4.69
2. Interdisciplip 4.57 4.05
3. Challenging 5.46 * 4.88
4. Mlitery of ...asics 4.68 4.44
5. ,Class size 6.05 ** 4.71
6. DifficultT 5.64

l

* 5.14
7. Freedom 2.70 ** 4.95
8. Relevance 4.32 * 5.05
9. Interact with (ISP) students 5.05 * 4.26
U. Interact with (ISP faculty 4.93 ** 3.52
13. Faculty.guidance 3.66 3.70
14. Physical facilities 5.25 ** 4.19
15. Creative Outlets . 3.75 3.41
16. Work load 3.95 4.81

J . GENERAL

1. Satisfaction 4.75 5.17
2. Enjoyment 5.02 5.12
'3: Titne required 5.09 * * 4.40
4. Knowledge gained vs wanted 4.68 4.41
5. Hard to manage time 4.52 3.69

1Means differ at .05 level

**
Means differ at .01 level

.0 4



1:able 4..4

Mean !actor scores !or :SP and non-ISP
freshmen enc.: s:.ohomores. Spring 1978.

Means

Control
:run :N072.5 Fresn :N=7.2)
Sopa Num19) Sopa :t1=20)

01
3.67

Students ..26 3.25

D2 5.7. 5.32
Standards 5.55 5.72
T

-ntegration

13

Freedom

5.0 4.70
5.11 .37

.).J4 3.39
3.30 4.47

3.68 5.30
3.63 ..53

C:1 5.06 5.20
Sett actiou ..66 .5.05

5.61 ..77
Instruction 4.38

CJ3 5.40 3.82
Group Study 5.08 4.38

Signifitant beyond the .01 lvel.

Value of
Omnibus F Significance Levels

Fresh Soph ISP Control
:SP C ISP-C ISP-C F-S F-S

9.04- .01 .01 .01 -- .05 .

2.34

9.72 .01 .02. .01 -- .01

10. .01 .01 .01 -- .01

.78

6.73
*

:01 .01 .05 .05

.69* .01 .01 .01 .01
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significant differentes between ISP-and non-ISP students in all caSes: these

values are given in the fourth column of the Table. None of these five anplyses

showed significant freshman7sophomore differences; and only one (CJ3) revealed

a significanr interaction (F =

Tukey's HSD test was selected as the most appropriate inultiple-range

t-test.to compare differences within the four groups. It sho'uld 'be noted that

this test allows all comparisons to be made among a given sei of means; since

in the present case only four comparisons of die six that could be made were

of interest, this test too is slightly conservative for the present purposes.

The resulting significance levels for the various comparisons (Freshman: ISP,

vs. non-ISP; Sophomore: ISP vs. non-ISP; ISP: freshmen vs. sophomores; non-ISP:

freshman vs. sophomores) are given in the final foy columns of Table 4-4.

At present, only the differences between ILIP and non-1SP students are of

concern, and these may be summarized in terms of several observations:

1) ISP students show large differences from non-1SP students on factors

assessing their fellow students (Factor D1), interaction among students and

faculty (Factor 12), freedam of the currirzulum (Factor-I3), quillity of in-

struction (Factor C..72), and tendency to form study

do not differ from non-ISP students with regard to

perceived integratedness of their programs (Factor

(Factor CJ1).

groups (Factor C.I3). They

academic standards (Factor t2),

II.), and general satisfaction

2) In all cases where there is a significant overall aifference between
a

ISP and nov-ISP students, these difference's characterize both freshman and

Sophomores

S. I.

3) In all four of the five cases, 1SP students regard their p.rogram

more favorably than non-ISP students regard theirs. The only exdeption comes in

,
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4'
the case of the factor assessing primarily freedom of course vlection,

where ISP students (quite accurately) perceive themselves as more con-

strained than do non-ISP students.

4) In addition to the differences tapped by the variables included

in these factors, Table 4-3 indicates'that 1SP students, as compared to non-
.

1SP studedts, ieel that instructors get to know them by name more (C2), and

are more impressed by fellow students' honesty and integrity (D11) and by

the,physical facilities offered by ISP (114 7 as compared to Northwestern in

general for the controls). Less significant differences (which meet the .05

:.riterion only on the risky assumption of independent tests) indicate that

ISP students mak more use of their own-computer than non-ISP students make

use of non-central-computer facilities (A8) and regard their program as

more difficult than non-ISP students regard the general scienceOprogram (116).

Changes Over Tine. Table -4 presents most of the key data regarding'

changes in students' fa&or scores as they progress through their freshman

and sophomore years. As noted above, simple F ratios indicated that no

overall diffetrinces between freshmen and sophomores could be found on any of

these factors, and that only one interaction (C.13) proved significant: The

Tukey tests, however, present a somewhat more detailed picture.

As indicated in Table 4-4, all tests comparing non-ISP freshmen with'

sophomores proved significant, while only one of the-parallel comparisons

within ISP showed a signifidant value. The patterns of freshman-sophomore ,

.%

differences in the non-ISP.students appears quite characteristic oftthe

ft

typical tendency toward a more jaded a..d cynical attitude toward the univdrsity,

4 often described as the "sophomore slump." Non-1SP sophomores tend to think

less well of their fellows (D1),:perceive themselves as more eontrained (I))



and think lass well of the quality of their instruction (Ca) than do freshmen.

The two factors on which sophomores outscore freshmen, on the other hand, may -

be attributed largely to the fact that they have been in the unive* rsity longer,

and thus have had more opportunities for interaction with46thers (12), and to

form group study cells (d,13).

Parallel difte-Intei to these, within IS?, can be found only for the

factor assessing the qualityof instruction. 'Thus, it appears that whatever

enthusiasmcharac entering freshmen at Northwestern is largely maintained

-4
if they are in tsP, but often lost ii they are in the general sciences program.

However, it should be noted that absence of a 'sophomore slump" may reflect

only th.lt those dissatisfied with TSp have left the program.

lf SY eni Surm, 3.esponses.

,Students' nereot.,ons. As indicated.in the resUlts above, the students

in IS? perceive their program quite favorably; so favorably,, in fact that it

'tS_Ammediately tempting to speculate about the possibility

.effect' in these data (i.e. , any change will product a favorable outcome).

Although4t is, of course, impossible to rule this out entirely, at least

two considerations suggest that it may not be very significant.

First, it should be noted that Hawthorne effects primarily disturb

researchers and statisticians, by contaminating the purity of their measures.

Program designers and administrators, in contrast, mcy well see such effects

as quite desirable. Thus, in the present case, tendenciet for students in

IS? to see themselves as'a special group, different from other Northwestern

stUdents by virtue af a better programt and to develop feelings of group

cohesiveness expressed in above-average esteem forand degree of interaction
0

with ea,-h other would appear to be thoroughly desirable from the standpoint

of the prograres goals, regardless of their source.

951
.41
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Second, however, several of the individual means'for survey items suggest

that, at a minimum, if a Hawthorne effect is at work here, it is not working-in
0

such a fashion as to impair the finer discriminatory abilities of the students.

Not all their judgments are poitive, and one in-particular (D6 - group spirit)

is merely neutral where one would-expect it to be most susceptible to Hawthorne-

type inftation. Similarly, while instructors are viewed as persons who are

genuinely interested in students (C1), get to know them by name (C2), and

interact satisfactorily.with th'em (Ill), they do not, aPparently, supply

spfficient guidance (Hlb and 113). While these examples are not sufficient

to fully discount-Hawthorre-type explanations for these findings, they do

appear sufficient to minimize their,impact.

Against this pattern of overall satisfactipn with ehe program, then,

the rwo aspects of it that emerge as most consistent4rnegatively evaluated

by 1SP students are the-lack of freedom in course selection and the lack of

sufficient guicane from the faculty. Neither of these criticisms appears

very severe (but see next section on attrition), either in terms of it! actual

magnitude or in terms of its larger significance. The lack of freedom pre-

sented by tLe program appears to be a more intractable problem since any

attempt to relax this structu e risks eliminating key aspects of the program.

Nevertheless, it appears that s..e. students who want the rigorous and integrated

science educaticn offered by/ P and who hope,someday to be the "panscientist."

ISP seeks to train woul..%_41ISP even more appealing if it offered greater

flexibility in ch8ice of Aouress. For xxample, mart non-science electives

could 14 proVided by -making MP' a four-year program, and/or allowing Students

to Choose amqng certain tigter-level science courses. This would decrease-the

frustration some ISP students seem to feel, and it might slab make ISP

attractive to a wider range of potential students.



The relative .,ack of guicLance perceived by ISP students similarly

may be due in part to the facts ehat: a) the program is sAfficiently

structured that little, more guidance 'can be offered on this :Level and b)

the program is sufficiently new that little guidance, in terms of longer

range events such as graduate placement or ocqupational choices, can

presently be oftered. On the other hand, interviews with students suggest .

that it is not uncommon to% find students interested primarily in medicine .

or other biological fields entering ISP, while the program itself is per-

ceived as, geared more directly to the "harder" sciences (Physics, Maths,

Chemistry, Geophysics). It may thus prove useful for program administrators

to attempt to communicate the goals and purposes of ISP in a clearer fashion

to potential students prior to their admission into ISP.

Furthermore, the freshman year in ISP would appear to"be an especially

stressful one for students who are accustomed to performing well with little

effort and now find themselves doing only average, or even poorly, in their

course work, despite the long hours they feel they are putting in. Discussions

with fiest-term freshmen have indicated that some would appreciate greiter
a

assistance from the fa.C.ulty, or perhaps other counseling services, in making

the high .*S.chool senior ta college freshman transition. Interviews with

students who left the program corroborate the need for more guidance (see

next section).

DifferenCes Betwetat ISP and non-ISP ScigInce Students. Overa:ll, the

preceding analyses revealed that ISP is viewed more positively than the

reiular universiv program is by equally stkerior non-ISP science students.

Generally, ISP'students are more favorably impressed by the personal

qualities of their fellow students (Factor D1), their.ioteractibn with

9/



students and instructors (Factor 12), and the quality of their instruction

(Factor CJ2), but do not indicate a greater level of overall 'satisfaction .

(Factor CJl) withstheir program than selected non-ISP students in the

sciehces at Northwestern. Furthermore, with regard to their assessments

of fellow atudents and the quality of instruction, ISP freshmen feel more

positively about these issues than do non-ISP freshmen, and this enthusiaim

'is mAintained throughout the sophomore year, while non-1SP qtudents show a

significant decline in enthusiasm over the same period. On the other hand,

the three factors of which sophomores arejlrhaps beteer judges ehan freshmen

(interaction, freedom, and group study) show the reverse pattern, with /SP

scores holding closer, in both years, to those of non-ISP'sophomores, who

again differ significantly from non-ISP freshmen,.

Given the above pattern, the failure to find difference's between ISP and

411

non-ISP students on the factors of Satisfaction, Standords, and Integration

may appear discrepant. The latter two, however, are easily accounted for.

In the case of Standar,-.8, the scores of the non-/SP students are sufficiently

high thaA simple ceiling effects appear sufficient explanations for the

failure of ISPitudents td significantly exceed those-cyalues. IiNith regard to

Integration, it ehould be noted that although the omnibus F for this factor

fell sfiort of statistical significance, the difference between the means of

the two sophomore groups (.74) is as large,as any of the others:that proved
.

significant at the .01 level, while that for the freshmen (.37) appears just

to miss the '.05 criterion. In both cases ISP students do perceive

rheir program as more integrated than do non-IS? students. .

The failure to find differences with regard to Satisfaction, finally, .

.41*

appears to indicate differences in expectations more than differences in
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evaluation. ,That is, since ISP freshmen score higher than their non-ISP

counterparts on six of the eight factors, it appears clear that they think

more highly of ISP than non-ISP students think of the general science program.

Further, since most of these factors also show a (non-significant),decline

in scores as these students progress to the sophomore year, it appears

reasonable to extrapolate backwards to posit (!ven higher expectations at

the beginning of the freshman year: ISP is, after all, a unique program

and these students are clearly aware of this fact. Non-ISP students, however,

would neither feel this uniqueness nor generate the same high level'of

expectations. The matching Satisfaction scores in the two groups would

then merely indicate'that eadh group is, more or less, getting what it had

expected.

4.3 Attrition

In any innovative program there w1 inevitably be those who are die-

satisfied and decide to leave. It is important that their reasons for

dropping out of the program be understbod so that adjustments can be made.

As Table 4-5'indicates, attrition has been a considerable problem in ISP

with almost half of the students in the first two classes.leaving the

program (i.e., 13 and-14 of 30, respectively). So fai 27 of the first 60

students (or 452) who enrolled in ISP have left. Most cf the attrItion

appears to occur during the first year of the program,wrth 8 of the 13

dropouts in the first class leaving Oen and (eci date) nine of the 14

dropouts from the second,entering

In order to understand the attritton problem, a special study VAS

performed. In the spring of 1978 interviews were conducted with most of

the students who 'had left ISP. Of the 12q1tudenis' leaving- -10 sophomores

+.

92



Table 4-5.

1SP Attrition

Quarters

5 7 9Ye.ar Enrolled

19 76

19 77

19 78

3 4.

5

4

1

0

7

0.11.

J

S.

4

1 0 0

41Ib

Vow.

1

lo

a

Total

1 3

14

3 .

30

4i 4-

$ I to.
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and two freshmen--eight were interviewed. Of those interyiewed six were

sophomores and rwo freshmen. Two students could not be reached.; one vas

discarded because he had been in the program for such a.short period of

time, and one refused to be 'Aterviewed.

The interview questions are listed in'Table 4-6; All stUdents were

asked a number of open-ended questions (#1,1.8-23) abouti/SP as well as

a sequence of structuied questions (#2-17) about specific aspects of the

program that may have influenced their decision to.leave the program. The

interviews lasted about 45 minutes. Most of the students interviewed were

'Very cooperative and appreciated the oppoitunity to talk about their ISP

experiences. They all seemed .to have carefully considered their decision

and had no trouble expressing themselves. In many cases, the statements

offered for rating evoked enthusiastit'agreement and additional comments

not previously made in response to the open-ended question.
41.10

The responses to the questions-including representative sample comments

are also p;esented in Table'4-6. There were four general reasons given for

withdrawini, from ISP (#1). These concerned the student's career golds, the*

time the.program involved, the curriculum, and the grades receivedpin oider

. -

or decreasing importance. Most of the responsei are reflected in the responses

to the specific questions as well.

Career Goals. The most frequently cited reason for leaving 1SP was

a change in career goals. This is supported by the responses to questions

9 and 15 as well--the two highest rated factors for leaviitg /SP. All the

students agreed that thelvostimportant reason for leaving /SP was that it

"was not leading in.the direction" they were interested in (#9). Five of

. the eight also indicated that their "career goals changed" (#15).



Table 445

lncerview Questions-and Responses of ISP Dropouts

Question

1. Why did you withdraw trom 1SP?

2. The paee of the class was too fast?

3. I didn't like the curriculum?

4. I'didn't like the ISP iaculty?

5 After doing so well in high school, I.
didn't like gettingllower grades:

Mean
a

*4.25

4.14

1.63

2.88

6. I felt that my gra4es,did not reflect 3.25
the amount of work I was putting into
my studies:

7. There WAIS too much woi-k involved in
the pcogram:

4.

8. I felt the*pressure was too great--
tog much Is expecte4 from ISP
students:

Saiple Cdmments

I coUldn't see a job at the bachelor's leVel
and didn't plan to go on. (7)b

Too much time required. (I)

The classes were above my level--chemictry
especially. (0.

J.
I got a "D" in themistry and couldWit retake
the course. (3) .

./

1.83 Math was fine, but chtmistry and ?lysics were
too fast.

Math was fine, but chemistry and physics were bad.

The physics teacher was "mean" sahscary."

2.31

4.13 2.03

4.25

9. .1 felt the program wa4 not leading in* 6.38 .74
the direction I wantied to go:

10. 1 understood what the 'program was about
41 when 1 applied:

?931

4 .4

;

It wasn't leading in any direction....

a

1.41 1 had a highersenectation of persona& contact
with 'the. faculity.

14,
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Question

11. The program was too diffuse for me--I'
wanted to concentrate my studies more
on one area:

The program was Lou structured for me--1
wanted more choices in my program:

13. 1 found myself taking;too many courses in
which 1 was nut interested:

14. I didn't like the sequence ih which the
courses were Offered:

l. ,My career goals changed while I was in the
program:

16. 1 felt isolated from the rest of the
student body:

17. I disliked the thought of having so many

Table 4-6 Cont'd.

Meana S.D.

3.13 2.36 It's all too general--more concrete work
is needed.

3.75 1.91 --Everything was decided for us--I couldn't
explore other areas.

3.63 2.20

1.75 1.04 Organic chemistry.and C33 are offered too
early.

4.25 2.76

2.50 2.51

3.00 2.45 Those particular people--strange, wierd
of my classes with the same people inhuman, too technical.
day afteT day, year after year:

18. if you indicated that you disliked the
curriculum, what'did you dislike about it?

19. WhIft changes would you like to see in the
progriW

41.1. Chemistry was above my level.. (3)

I felt liie I didn't learn much in computer
science (2).

The first three quarters were really good--
after that, too theoretical, too abstract--
I would like more concrete work to keep up my
interest.

Teachers should be more sensitive to the
difficulties of the incoming freshmen merging
into the program.

,Over01, too mumh too fast.

Take up less time in the day--too Vttfe
to myself.



Table 4-6 Cont'd.

Question Mean
a

1. Had these cltanges been in effect when you
were in ISP, would you still have dropped
out?"

21. Do you regret your decision to.leave ISP?

P. Were it possible would you consider
changing back to ISP?

41.

AM.

S.D.

Yes (4), No (3), Uncertain (1)

No (7), Somewhat (1)

No (7).

I can take the sane courses anyway, leaving
out the subjects I don't want.

23. Is there anything you would like to add to .The program is great for students who want
what you've already said? a broad science base.

a
On a scale from 1 to 7 where l is not a factor in dropping ISP and 7
is a 'primary factor.

b
Number of students making similar comments.

The teachers are unapproachable-
rosing.

It WAS interesting while I was in it- -I
changed- -I found.what I wanted .to do.

my quarters were good and heneficia1, but 1*
it didn't continue to benefit me --it's a
good program, just not for me.

4



Most students commented that they were interested in more "practical

work" and were not intarested in getting an advanced degree. Thus they

witabed tc) programs that would.allow them to get a job after four years

of undergraduate study. In fact, of the eight students interviewed, six

had transferred into applied programsfour in engineering and one each in

computer science and economics.

Time. The workload imposed by /SP was also frequently cited as a

significant factor in leaving the program From almost all the students,

terms such aS "oppressive," "crushing," "staggering," "too much," "too fast,"

"overwhelming," "intense," "above my level," etc. were voiced repeatedly,

accompanied by shrugs, rueful smiles and shaken heads. These 'points are

corroborated in Questions 7 and 8--the next most highly rated group of

factors 'o leaving ISPawell as in Question 19. As the ratings indicate

students generally agreed that the "pace ... yas too fast" (#2), "there was

too much work" (#7), and tkat "the pressure was coo great" (#8).

Several students commented that the transition from high school to

college is made even more difficult by the exacting standards of a program
3

like tS?. A couple of students felt totally unprepared for the intensity

of tae program and suggested an optional seminar during "new student week"

on how to approach and study for TS? courses.

Curriculum. ?roblems with the curriculum 'dere also frequently

mentioried as factors in leaving the program. ISP 4as felt to offer too

little choice in electives and require too much time in scheduled classes.;

Some students also thought (mistakenly) that thi ISP curriculum Could be

duplicated by taking otiter larger courses. Since the freshmen Chemistry

courses were taught as special sections of larger courses, this has probably .

led to their confusion. 1n1



A. c.ourses receiied some crism 8). However; the comouterc,

science course was -epeatedly s..ngled out as a problem since it was super-
. A

imposed over the: four regular classes rather than being offered as a separate

course. rt addition, chemistry was frequently mentioned as being over the

student's head.

These points are corroborated by the responses to questions 3,.and 11-14--

the next Qst highly rated group of factors for dropping ISP. Five of the

eight students "didn't like the curriculum" (#3). The same number also

found it "too diffuse" (411), "too structured" (412), and containing courses

they werg not interested in {413). Only one person indicated-:hat the

'"sequence" of the courses was at all, a factor in leaving (414).

On the other hand, the faculty was not seen as a factor in leaving

the program (44). This question received the lowest rating. However, a

few*students commented that the professors were intimidating, distant, and

not always sensitive to the problems faced by ISP freshmen.

Grades. Related to problems just noted with the curriculum are the

specific grades.receivea In courses. Only one.student did Tot consider

grades 'to-be a factor in leaving TO (#5 and #6). Most students did not mind

receiving lower grades than high school, but three of them were quite unhappy

with ,.he work they put in for a poor grade. As,we noted in Chapter 3,

however, grades for '1SP students were not inconsisient vith'thoie for other

students.

Social Climate. Another-factor brought up often enough to be worth

mentioning is the social atmosphere in the program. While isolation from

other students was not seen asa problem (416), the students enrolled in Isp

were seen by some as being a factor in their decision to leave (417). The

*.a.
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ISP students were sometimes described as "strange" or "erratic." Several
aot.

400
students suggested interviewing applicants more carefully.

Overall, .theproblem of student attrition seems largely to reflect

changing career goals and relatedsadjustments to college life (i.e. , study

habits, grades, etc.) that most severely affect freshmen. Most of these

were changes in the students' interests and do not reflect lack of appropriate

information about ISP (#10). Although students did recommend some changes

in the program (419), they did not believe that such changes/alterations ,

would have changed their lecision to leave ISP'(1F20-22). Such attrition

is likely to characterize any new program oriented toward freshmen. For

example, we examined the attrition in the freshmen honors science courses

and found it to be 73%:

Prediction of Dropouts. A question of concern to any educational pro-

gram is that of identifying students who may for one reason er another dro0

out of that program.prior to completion. This issue vas considered both from

the standpoint of the Student Survey questionnaire-ild subsequently through

the use of several other devices.

In terms of the eight key factors derived from the Student Survey, June

1978 responses of those 13 students who subsequently dropped out of tbe program

differed from those of the 31 who have remained in it in their scores on

only one factor: Factor Jl, Satisfaction (t m 2.15, < .05). A further scan

ehe individual variables (including those not contained,in these'factors)

indicated differences of comParable magnitude on variables AA (attendance

at musical or theatrical events), E4b (percentage of non-Academic time spent

with other ISP students), 011 (importance of broad curriculum), Jl (satisfaction

h ISP), and J6 (how does 1SP compare with otiteriorthwestern science

programs?)

t.")3
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Multiple regression analyses of these ;rariables indicated that only

three contributed signifficantly to the differentiation of the drop-outs

from the non-drop-outst A4, E4b, and 31. For*these three variables, the

multiple correlation with the drop-out/stay-in criterion, over these 44

students, was .67, with the associate F (10.00) significant well beyond the

.001 level. A simple scale was constructed of these three variables and

roughly weighted to account for the fact that each used a different metric,

to yield a composite score according to the formula R 31 + 3(A4) + (E4b)/20,

which ranged from about 1 to about 7.

Of the thirteen students who wVentually dropped out cd'ISP, only one

achieved a score higher thdn 5.50 on this scale, while 27 of the 31 students

who remained in the program scored'higher than that value (for these cal-

culations, missing values were replaced by the group mean). This.cut-off

point thus yields only 4 false positives and 1 false negative, for an overall

accuracy rate of 89%. While this is encouraging, it should be born in mindt

that this formula is based on the best possible selection of variablep from.

t, 3 entire set; and may not mean much.until adequately cross-validated.

Although earlier analyses had indicated thatIlata collected from 1SP
#

students In the Fall quarterliAffered:in many respects from that collected

in spring, and although it appeared reasonable to assume that whatever factor:.

might contribute to a student's ultimate decision to drop out of 1SP would

barely have had time to formulate themselves by the end of student's first

quarter, it was also apparent that the above "drop-Abut" scale had to be

cross-validated before it could be given much credence. The Fall data were.

the only set available for such cross-validation attempts. Consequently,

the multiple correlation of the three key variables (A4, E4b, and 11) witk



the drop-out/stay-in-criterion was calculated on the basis of the Fall 1977

and Fall 1978 data (N 60, including 16 arop-outs). This multiple cor-
Ar'

A
relation of .35 (with an associated F of 2.62) proved significant at the

.05 level, one-tailed, with a pattern of weighting quite comparable to the

original formula. (The multiple correlation based on ex-ily Jl and E4b was

.345, significant at the .01'level). While these results certainly reflect

the anticipated shirnkage, it appears enouragj.pg to note that the three

items also managed to achieve a meaningful level of differentiation in this

sample.

A number of other approaches to predicting dropouts were also-tried.

These involved correlations with CPA and SAT, and multiple regression using

the Fall Survey data. Both approa-zhes were less successful than the three-

item scale. Thus, while it appears premature to suggest that the present

three-item drop-out scale is in any sense definitive, there appears to be

ample indications that a scale identifying potential dropouts cdUld be

developed. If these notential dropouts seem to feel that they both know

what theyvant from their undergraduate education and know that they won't

get it within IS.I, the most prudent action might be simply to support them

in their decision to leave. In the case of those who appear less certain of

their educational goals, however, increased counseling and guidance night

lead them to feel more satisfied with ISP and more comfortable with their

fellow ISP students. These more positive .1ttitudes probably would lessen

the likelihood Chat they will leave ISP.

.Recommendations. This research leads to a number of recommendations.

In order t deal with student attrition, ISP should.consider instituting

two changes. The first involves a more careful assessment of students'

eareer goals. This could be made part of the final admission procedure.

a
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16%

Specifically, intormation shduld be obtained from the .student,on the appfi-

.

cation form. This could be followed with a phone interview from the ISP

Director before an admiision offer is made.

Second, ISP should institute a formal counseling procedure. Each
414

student should Se assigned a faculty advisor and meet.with him or her at

least once each quarter. In addition, the Director should also be available

to meet with students. This could be done through regularly scheduled office

hours and other informal activities such as coffee breaks or lunches. Again,

the first year is probably the most critical,and the, advisg system may

only be necessary for freshmen.

4ference Note

Wilson, R., 5, Ihlanfeldt, W. I. A report on the freshman year 1972-73

to the committee on educational policies from the Planning Department

and the Office of Admission --Revised. Duplicated manuscript.

Evanston, I11.1 Northwestern University, Mar6h, 1974.
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4

OUTCOMES

5.1 Introduction
4

One of the men ImpoYtant goals of IS1 is, to Acourage.students to

pursue a career in the 1.ciences, especfally the emerging integrated fields..-
.J. 4

In particular\ it was anticipated that most graduates would obtain, training

beyond the B.A. degree. Since this report *was due shortly before the

first ISP cl*ass graduated, two approiches to 4etermining.the effect of ISP
WO.

on students' career choicqs and graduate training opportunities mere

employed. First, the 15 students in'fhe first graduating clais were inter-

viewed shodr-rtly before completing ISP. Second, a survey questionniire was

construCted and mailed to the leading graduate,sciente departments.

The results of these investigations are presented in the next two

sections. Both of these studies provide preliminary information on the

likelihood that ISP will achieve it's ultimate goal of producing competent,

and talented "panscientists." However, it should be emphasized that at

_this time these findings are tentative and Should be viewed as suggestive

of the impact of ISP on students' careers. Only careful monitoring of ISP

uaduates'scareer choices over an extended period of time will reveal the

pattern of outcomes clearly enough for more firm ccaclusions to 'he reached.

5.2 Third-yetr Student Interviews

Interviews were conducted with the fifteen third-year ISP Students

during.fatefFebruary and early March. 1979. All interviews were held in-
.

the 1SP lounge and lasted about 15-20 ninutes. The-interviews were in-

tended to determine the students' saPsfaction with ISP and their plans

for the future.

at,

I '
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Interview Questions. The interview format was the same for all students.
4

.There were 18 questions (see 14"ting in Table 5-1). The fitst 12 questions

*alt with the students' experience in ISP:: four of the remaining questions

(*13, 14,13, 18)*de3lt with the students' plans for the future (whether

Ohey would be at Northwestern next year, plans for graduate study,'and career

choices). There was a question dealing with how their Oxpetience.in tsr

.%

affected their plans (1116), and finally there vas one question concerned
.

. ith whether they would enroll in 1SP, and attend,Northwestern if they had

s

it to do over again. On the first questionn dealing with charactristics

-

of 1SP wiiich were important in the students' decision to enroll, spontaneous

answers were first recorded and then studerits indicaied whether each of a

list of ten 7ogram characteristiCs as important. Four of the ifens hid

.. a seven-point response scale; six of the questlons were of yes-no foimat,
/ -

,$

and the rest aere open-ended.., .
,

The results are sumMarized in Table 5-1: Means and standard eiviations
4

were calculated on the seven-p9int response scales. for the,remaining

questions,-percentage Of responses were calculated.

Important Program'Characteristics. Approximately 252 of those inter-
%,

viewed spontaneously mentioned the accelerated nature of the program, a

curriculum that integrates the natupil sciences, close associations with

faculty, or being allowed to avoid diading on i major as important

characteristics affecting their Choice to enroll in TO (see Question 1).

Mhen they were read a list of program characteristics and were asked to

indicate which wireAmpottant 'in their decision to enroll, all students

said that a cUrriculum interating the 'natural 'sciences was inpo.

$.4

enrollment in a special program had4 the next highest affirmative

A,

1

etent;

response.

.46:Abr

t,
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Table 5 1.

Interview questions and responses of third-year ISP students.

Question

Think back :c.your decision to enroll in ISP..
I4hat ch3racteristics of ISP were important
determinanta.of your choice?

a.

Response

Noted spontaneouslya b
Elicited

a.

C.

d.

Three-year bacnelor's degree

Close associations with faculty

Association with a small group of
students with superior records

Curriculum that integrates the natural
sciences*

20 Z

20 % 4..

26.7%

60 %

73.3%

60 %

100 %

C. Possibly graate appeal to graduate school
admissions

46.7%

46 urriculum that is uniformly rigorous 20 53.3%
g. By-passing lower-division science courses 26.7% 73.3%
h. Enrollmanr in a new program 6.7% 53.3%
i. .Enrollment.in'a special program 20 864%

Allots* me to avoid deciding on a major 26.72 66.7%

OW,

2. .Did :SP turn out tO' have the characteristics which
influinced your choice?

3. .In general, how similar has your IS? experience
beet to what you expectec?when you entered the
program?

Yes 80%

No 0%

Yes and no 20%

-I. 6 7 x = 4.92
not at all very s.d. = .76
similar similar

#
si

.
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How,satisfied do you feel vith youn.overall
experience'in !SP?

1 2 3 5 6 7 xa5.20
not at all very s.d. = 1.21
.satisfied satisfied

5. What, if anything, have you especially liked
about the academic aspects of ISP?e

high quality professors 26.7%

acceleration 26.7%

integration 26.7%

level of courses 10 %

cl3se.contact !with 4aculty 13.3%

opportunity for independent study 13.3%

6. What, if anything, have you especially disliked
about the ac :eitt4c aspects of ISrc

in-lexibility of course schedule

some courses not integrated

start-up problers with new courses

. If you were planning your undergraduate education
now, what Changes, if any, would you make?

None 53.3%

Would do more research 13.3:

Would you recommend a program like ISP to other
qualified.students interested in science?

Yes, without qualification 40

Yes, with qualification

No %
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9. What, if anything, have you especially liked about
the non-academic aspects of ISP?c

working with the same group of students

facilities

IO. What, if anything, have you especially disliked
about tae,non-acadamic aspects of ISP? c

tack of aounseling

11. How ao you think your overall satisfaction with
your undergraduate experience thys far compares
with that of non-/SP students?

1 3

less satisfied
than most

73.3%

40 %

20 %

I.

5 6 7 5.86

more satisfied
than Mbst

12. How do yqu think your overall satisfaction with
your undergraduate experience thus far compares
with that of other ISP students?

less satisfied
than most

s.d. a .95

3 /4 5 6 7 i = .92,

more satisfied s.d. = 2.31
than most

13. Do you plan to be at Northwestern next year?

AP

Yes

-No

Uncertain

Do you plan to earn any degrees other than
your B.A. in science?

Yes

No

Uncertain

If yes, please indicate ghat degrees you plan*
to eart, what fields you'plan to study, and
what universities you might attend.

neld Nunber Considarin

Physics
Chemistry
Math
Integrated scift;es
-(biology, biochemistry
neteorology, astronomy)
Engineering
Medicine

4

2

1

6
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15. Have yoU decided what career you'd like to pursue?.

-es 33.3%

47.7%

:f yes, what career haw: you chosen?
If no, what careers are you considering?

Field .

Physics
Chemistry

'Math

Integrated sciences (biology,
biochemistry, meteorology,
astronomy)
Engineering
Medicine

Number consideritls

4
2

1

6

How has your experience in ISP influenced
your career choice, choice of graduate
school, and fiel4 of study?d

17 If*you had it to do all over again:. .1

a. Would you enroll in ISP?

Yes 100%
No Ot

b. Would you enroll at Northwestern?

Yes 66.7%
No 33.3%

1 tf you are applying to graduate school, which ones did you apply to? Haveyou been accepted by.arty? Which?'

a

4.

a. ComMtnts ,reely offered by students that c1ose19 resemble the'
specific characteristics requested.

b. Percentage indicating that each of the specific characteristics,was important.
C. Response categories were extracted from student,responses.

See text for discussion.

I 14)464*



All program characteristics, except its "greater appeal" to graduate schools,

Ate endorsed by the majority of students.

Eighty percent of the students said that /SP had the characteristics

which influenced their choice to enroll, while 20% indicated tbat the program

had only some of these characteristics (see Question 2). There were few

comments on'this question, but the most frequent comment (made by 2 students)

was that some of the courses, particularly chemistry, were not well integrated.

Satisfaction With ISP. Overall, the students' ISP experience was rated

as being similar to what they expected when they entered the program (see
1'Mb

Question 3), x 4.92, sd .... .76, on a scale from 1 (not at all similar) to

7 (very similar). Generally, the students were satisfied with their ex-

perience in ISP (see Question 4), x 5.2, sd = 1.21 on a scale from

(not at all satisfied) to 7 (very satisfied).

Among the academic aspects ofthe program which the students particularly

liked (see Qu!itstion 5), the three most frequent responses were the high

quality of the professors, the integration of the sciences, and.the accel-

etation of the Orogram, each of which was mentioned by approximately 25%

of the students. There were fewer and more varied responses to the question

orwhich academic aspects they particularly disliked (Question 6). The

most frequent response category was the inflexibility of the course schedule

and program requirements. For &ample, the ISP sequence interferes with .

students getting dual majors, particularly in chemistry end biology.

Approximately one fourth of the students mentioned these. Most of the

other comments pertained to the problems of a growing program. For'

example, some of the courses lieren't fully integrated; and since they

were the first class to go through the program, they encountered all the
;

problems associated with new courses.



When asked what changes they would make if they were planning their

t undergraduate education now (Question 7), about half of the students said

they would make no changes. The only other response made by pore than one

peribn (i.e., two) was that they would do more researdh. This was consis-

tent with the preliminary results of the Graduate School Survey, where the'

lack of research-experience was shown to be a major shortcoming of the

'program, as far as many schools ware concerned (see Section 5.3).

Forty percent of the students said they would recommend, without

qualification, a progrem like.ISP to other qualified.students interested

in science (Question 8): About half of them said they would recommend it,

with qualification,while the reiaining students did not know. Thesmost

frequently mentioned qualifications wexe that a person should not enroll

in the program, if (s)he already has a good idea of what field (s)he wants

to go into (20%) and (s)he must have motivation and dedication (13.33%).

,Iithiliv_SatisfactionlIvironient. When asked what they had

especially liked about the nonk-anademic aspects of the progrim (Question 9),

nearly three-fourths of'the students mentioned the social cohesion en-

gtndered by working with the same group of students for three years. Many

of the students (40%) mentioned the facilities (the lo.unge and the terminal

room).

Few students answered the question concerning non-academic aipects

which'they had particplarly disliked (Question'10). Among those who did

answer, the only response made more than onefewas that there,ts a need for

more counseling in the program.

The students felt that theiesatisfaction with their undergraduate,

experience comOared favorably with that of non-1SP students. 5.86,

sd a 95 (Question 11) on'a scale from 1 (less satisfied than most), to 7

111
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(more satisfied than most). In-comparing their satisfaction with that of

other ISP students,, they rated themselves as slightly more satisfied, though

there was large variation in the responses; x 4.92, sd * 2.31 (Question 12).

Career Plans. Ten of the students plan to be at Northwestern next

year; two of the remaining students do not plan to be here, while the other

three'are uncertain (Question 13). Among the students who plan to be here

next year, nearly all (7) of them will be getting a dual major in a science

(Question 14). Two will be getting-a Master's degree one after obtaining

a double major this year. One student'is pot getting an ISP degree, but

A degree,in biology. Whether the other students take the three-year B.A.

option is dependent'upon whether they are admittedto graduateschool or are

successful in finding a job.

All but one of the students, who is uncertain, are planning to get a

post-graduate education. One studentis planning to attend law school, while

all the other student.a.are going into medicine or a science. Some students

mentioned more than one field of study they were considering. Other than

medicine, tile most frequently mentioned fields were the integrated sciences.

Nine students are considering getting a Ph.D. while only one student

is definitely .planning to obtain a Master's degree.

Approximately half the students have decided what career they would

like to pursue (QUestion 15). The tareers which the students have chosen

or are considering are resiarch posi4ons in the fields they are planning

to do their graduate work iu. In tact,'two students have applied to

graduate schools -- one in -medicine, the other in,biochemistry (Question 18).

One has been accepted into medical school at Ohio State, the other has.,

not been accepted. The schools thiy applied to and the.ones other students

1 1-t--

.,
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mentioned as possibilities are, in general, highly rated schools that

correspond to ones participating in the Graduate School Survey (e.g., Chio

State, University of Michigan, Berkeley, Case Western Reserve, and Nolzhwestern).

All the students said their experience in ISP had not affected their

choice of graduate school, and most felt that it had not specifically affected

their choice of career or field of study (Question 16). Three students said

it had affected their career choice by exposing them to a wide range of

fields, enabling them to choose the ones which appealed to them. Two students

said that fom their expeTience they learnedsthey did not want to do scientific

sesearch.

Overall Satisfaction. All tfle students indicated th4t they would

enroll in ISP if they'had it to do over al:in (Question 17), though one=

third said they would not enroll at Northwestern. The latter said they

would enroll in ISP at another university, if it were offered.



5.3 Graduate School Survey

As part of the ongoing evaluation of ISP, an eight-item questionnaire

was designed and sent to chairmen of science departments at major graduate
4

institutions in the United States (see Table 5-2). The questionnaire

attempted to address three related questions? 1) How was /SP'perceived

by other leading institutions? 2) How would the training pr6vided ISP

students be evaluated by graduate admission committees? and 3) -What

changes in ISP might be considered in order to meet graduate admission

, requirements?

Sample. The primary targets for this questionnaire were those:uni-

N versity departmentS that had received ratings ranging between 2.0 and
.

3.0 in the American Council on Education's (hCE) 1969 ratings of

"effectiveness of doctoral program" in the disciplines of Astronomy,

Biochemistry, Chemistry, 4eo1ogy, Mathematics, Microbiology, Molecular i

BI,plogy, Population Biology, and Physics. Othey leading departments in

disciplines not considered b'y the ACE (0..g., Computing Sciences ) Ocean-

ography) were also included on reCommendation of the ISP staff.

In june of 1977, 115 departments wore 'mailed a packet of materials,

each cohsisting of the questionnaire, a two-page description of the program,

a five-page curriculum outline (see Appendix B ), and a cover letter.
a

In jankiry 1978; a preliminary summary of 72 responses (63%) to this

mailing was.,circulated to ISP staff and eyaluators. On the basis of'

comments receie4at this time, a slightly revised questionnaire was

preparedt Offering Irom the oritinal primarily in that it made response
-

options more precise indNAetaile#. iVo judges converted the verbal

descricitions provided by respOildents to the first mailing to the
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Table 5-2

Grauuate School Survey Questionnaire

Please circle the appropriate response and explain where requested.

1. Would an 1SP student with a strong undergraduate record (say ISP grade
average > 3.5 (where A a 4.0), and GRE verbal and quantitative > 700,
faculty recommendations indicating high potential for achievement in
science), be admitted as a graduate student in your department with no
course work beyond that given in ISP?

4 5 2 1
very likely likely unlikely very unlikely

Assuming admission, please indicate probability 'of financial aid.
4 3 2 1

very likely likely unlikely very unlikely

2. Please indicate what cours-e work in your discipline beycl,d that given in
.1SP (see enclosure) would be (a) required Obl recommended, for ISP students
to take at Northwestern in order to be Admitted as a graduate student in your
department.

a. Required courses

Recommended courses

3. a. Is the GRE Advanced Scorein your subject (i.e. beside quantitative
.and verbal scores) impOrtant in graduate student admission.in your
department? Yes No .

*

b. If "no", would you find it useful information? Yes No

4. a. ,Woi4d a commitment td''take appropriate-courses in the laqt year at
Northwestern replace the GRE Advanced score for admission of an
ethieving ISP student?

Yes No

b. If "no", would such coursework be helpful? Yes No .

5. Please give your opinion of ISP as an undergraduate background for a Ph.D.
level scientist in your discipline.

4 3 '. 2 . 1

Excellent Good Adequate Inadequate

Please explain.
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6. How does the mathematics contint of ISP compare with what you'd like to
see students have and with the math background of other students entering
graduate school in your discipline?

4 3 2 1
Excellent Gool Adequate /Inadequate

Please explain.

7. Would a similar program be of value in.your university?

Yes No

Please explain.

What dhanges in the ISP curriculum would you suggest?

Paul M. Wortman
Director, ISP Evaluation
Psychology Dipartment
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois 60201
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categories supplied in the second mailing, for questions 1, 5, and 6.,
s

This questionnaire with the supporting documents was sent to 53 depart-

ments, 10 Of which had not received the first mailing.

Response. Thirty-one departments responded to the second mailing

for a total of 103 departmerts representing 20 different institutions.

The response rate to this survey by location ,and de.partment isi.proivided in

Table 5-3 Overall, 82% of the departments completed and returned the

questionnaire. Of the 125 different departments contacted, 56 were in

the East, 39 were in the Midwest, and 30 were situated on the West Coast.

Of these, the 'Midwestern institutions appeared nast likely to respond

(92% response to the combined mailings, as cpmpisred with 79% in the'East,

and 77% in the West). The sample was also sorted into seven disciplinary

groupings. The response rate ranged from a low 4of 50% for Computer

SCience to a high of 100% for Astronomy and Chemistry-. Apparently either

the program or the questionnaire was somewhat more ittractive, as indicated
:0*

by response rates, to the more established sciences like Astronony, Chemistr79

Mathematics, and Physics, than to the relatively younger disciplines.

The results of the survey are presented in Table 5-4. For questions

5, and 6 the means and standard deviations on the four-point scales

were calculated separately for disciplines along with peicentages. For

the remaining questions (2, 3, 4, 7, and 8), only percentages of respbnses

were calculated for iach discipline.

Admission and Ald. Although 85% of those responding felt that in

TSP student with a strong undltrgrduatd record (0.g. GPA at least 3.5,

GRE verbal and quantitative over 700, good faculty recommenditions) would

be likely to be admitted to their graduate departments, gn4, 772.felt audit-

12?
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Table 5-3

:Response Rate by Locatpn and

Dependent to Graduate School Oestionnaire

Departments Contacted Response Rate (percent)

Location

East
Midwest
West .

Astronomy
Biology .

Chemistry
Computer Science
Earth Sciences
Mathematics
Physics

Total

56 79

39 92
30 77

10 100
17_ 76

20 100
8 50

27 74

24 83
19 84

125 82
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Aisciplifie

Aeronomy

Biology

Computer Science

10

13.

Earth Sciences 20

Chemistry

41.

Mathematics

20

20

Physics
I 1.f)

Total , 103

Percent Favorable'
4mb

9o

Table 5-4

Response to Graduate School Survey Questionnaire

VW.*

uestions

la

i SD

.

31

lb

SD

3a

Yes

3b

Yes Yes

4

No

5

ii SD

6

SD

7

Yes No,i.

.10 - .99 -3.00 :67 7 3 2 8 2.90 .49 3.00 .39 4 4

,38 .55 3.50 .50 5 1 0 10 3.31 .40 3.38 .38 3 3

i..00 1.33 3.25 .92 3 0 1 1 2.88 1.73 3.38 .23 0 2
1

1

.78 -.22 3.50 .58 4 4 5 10 3.55 .58 3.68 .32. 13 4

1:33 .69 -3.55 .68 '7 7 8 8 2.90 .59 3.48 .30 10 5

.95 .79 2.55 .87 9 7 7 9 2.78 .85 2.58 1.01 7 4

1.19 .70 3.31 .36 7 8 1 11 3.06 .66 3.25 .30 5 5
41'

1.29 , .68 3.24 .73 42 30 24 .57 3.08 .69 3.24 .58 42 27
,J

.
.

85
.

82 41 29 23
,

55 .87 90 41 26

\.4 5, 1.23
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applicants would be likely to receive financial aid granted admission

(Question 1). There was some indication that the GRE advanced score

-is important for'decisions concerning financial aid, thus explaining the

discrepancy (Question 3). For this, 41% of respondents felt this score

to-be important, whi4 an additional 29% indicated that it would be'useful.

Furthermore, only 23% of respondents indicated that a fourth yeir at

Northwestern with a commitment to take appropriate courses would-serve as

a replacement while 55% said it would,not for the GRE advanced score (Question

4). But this last figure muit be 'inferpreted with care,

suggested in their comments that a "no"'tesponse to this

fourth year was unnecessary, while others indicated that

as some respondents

question meant the

meant the

fourth year was insufficient (and still others failed to indicate which

of these was intended). In general, if an applicant's GPA is reasonably

high (3.5) and the GRE scores fall above the 80th percentile, admission

to most graduate departments appears likely (see Question 6): A number

of schools expressed optimism about'the three-year ISP graduate's showing
s

on the- GRE.

0
-

Overall Assessment. 'Overall, ISP was rated as "good" (x = 3.08, s.d.

= .69) with 87% of respondents rating it as more than adequate (i.e.,

either 3 or 4 on the 4-point scale) compared to the undergraduate background

1
of Ph.D. scientists in their discipline (Question 5). MWth departments

accounted for 46% of the 132 dissenting respondents. The results indicate

lhat the math content of 1SP was rated as slightly better than "good"
4

(; 3.24, s.d.-= .58), with 90% rating it as more than adequate by the
111

ft

standards they would wish to apply to entering graduate sutdents (Question 6).

12.1 10.
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4.

Again, math departments accounted for 70% of the.dissenting lOt
41

Two-fifths of the respondents (41Z) felt a program similar to ISP
s.

would be of value at their, university, while only one-quarter'(26%)

disagreed (Question 7) The major deficits in ISP perceived by'this

latter group were the program's apparent lack of flexibility, laboratory

experience, and independent projects. in a related question (#2),

requesting additional courses that would be required of ISP graduates

seeking admission to graduate study, research and labbratdry experience

was mentiOned by three of the seven disciplinary groups. Oply 25% of all

respondents, however, listeAany sudh courses (Question 2). Astronomy,

13iology, Computer Science and Earth Science departments tended to list

general topics rather than specific courses, while Chemistry, Math and

Physics tended to be more speciflc, with several respondenti going so far

as to cite the appropriate texts.

Mathematicians appeared least receptive to three-year ISP graduates.

In their opinion ISP ia almost a "gsbod" (X = 2.78, s.d. = .85) undergraduate

background for Ph.p, scientists (Question 5) with a slightly better than

- 1

adequate (x = 2.58, S.d. = 1.01) math content compared to what other students

entering graduate school have or to mhat they mould like to see students

have (Questioix *6). Although Math departments are least likely to admit

tfiree-year ISP graduates, they consider admission

s.d. .79). IMathematicians appear to favor more

to be likely (i = 2.95,

advanced courses within

ehe student's area of specialization and appear somewhat less critical,

as a consequenpe, of /SP graduates who specialize in a fourth year.



Institutions Assessment of.ISP. In order to assess general trends

across institutions, rather than disciplines, the beans of those items

(1a, lb 5 and 6) Iihich allowed..scaled. responses (i. e . s -1 to-4)---weee:1

calculated across disciplines for all institutions which provided more

than 2 responses. The resulting 14 institutions were rank-ordered on

each of the four questions, and mean ranks calculated (see Table 5-5).

The three.institutioni achieving mean rank scores less than 5 were all

Midwestern unversities; all but one of the institutions achieving means

rank scores between 5 and 8.00 were from the East; and all three Western

schools had scores of 8.0 or higher.

Aside from the apparent local.bias of Illinois universities, two

possible explanatiOns for this pattern were hypothesized: the possibility'

that it was Northwestern, rather than ISP that was being rated, and the

possibility that regional differences in educational philosophy (with the

Vast as the representative of traditional, broad educational patterns,

and the West as representative of newer, more "relevant" approadhes) had

affected the ratingS. It, was not possible to address the first issue.

The second possibility, concerning regional ,differences in educational

philosophy,4appeared to find some support as indicated bY the (open-ended)

responses to question 8, asking for suggested dhanges in the ISP curriculum.

These responses were grouped into six categories, and the relevant per-

centages were calculated. Eastern universities appeared most concerned

that ISP be more flexible (20%) and' considered greater depth (35%) tp be

useful. Western universities, on the other hand, seem almost wholly un-

concerned with flexibility (5%), but consider further specialization (42%),

or a fourth year (37%) useful. Midwestern universities, final1, do not

126
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Table 5-5

Mean Ranking on Questionnaire Itemp of Institutions
With Three or More Departmental Respopses.a

4

1
Institution Mean Rank Institution

. Mean Rank
A

U of I -CC 1.25 Harvard 7.50 ,

U of Chicago 2.63 Yale 7.63

1U of I - UC 4:75 ,
U of C - Berkeley 8.06

. Princeton 6.00 Stanford 10.73
3 Wipkins 6.63 HIT 11.50

U'of Michigan
.

6.75 U of Wisclonsin 12.38
,Brown 6.88 Cl Tech 12.50 .

aRankings Irom 95 departments.

1
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see a need for a fourth year (only 2% indicating it might be useful),

but tend t,o emphasize the need for more independent projects (24%) or

lab work (31%), as well as greater depth'(28%).

Conclusion. Eighty-five percent of the leading institutionsare

likely to admit three-year ISP graduates. It seems reasonable to assume-

that graduates of the three year program who take a fourth year,of.under-
-s,

graduate work or apply to universities other.than those sampled., will be

, extremely .,competitive. These data do not allow a determination of whether
!.>

three-year ISP students are more or less acceptable than students from a

more traditional program, given the same grade point averages and GRE

scores. However, on a four-point scale (where 4 a very likely to accept)

the mean,acceptability of the three-year ISP graduates is sufficiently high

(3.29) that it would appear thitta graduate from a traditiondprogram would

not be in a significantly more favorable'position than the three-year ISP

graduate.

.

300"
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NTEGRATED

AT NORTHWESTERN

Northwestern L.nisersity offers a unique under
graduate program or integrated science studies within
the College or Arts and Sciences. The Integrated
Science Program ISP' is designed tor a smail group or
students with superior nign school records and strong
motivation in sc:ence and mathematics. Its special
curriculum provides a thorougn arid rigOrous back-
ground in ail the major scientific disciplines. It
attempts. noweser, to integrate them into a unified
whole ana to aiminisrt the snarp but artificial bound-
aries that traditionally separate them ISP leads to a
three-year bachelor s degree and further, to a number
Or Options tor dual maiors ar an advanced degree
atter a rourth sear at Northwestern Because it
represents an imPortant and innovative step in under-
graduate science education. 1SP has been provided
a grant bs the National Science Foundation.

Northwestern provides a dual advantage to students
or science and mathematics. close associations with
diverie types of scientists engaged in research at the
forefront or science aathin an environment or the
liberal arts. Scieotiric studies conducted in the
surroundings or highly active humanistic and cultural
endeavor make possible a truly liberal education

SC]ENCE

WHY IN:TEGMTED SCIENCE?

The proplems of the nation and society increasingly
require the attention or scientt§ts for.their solution.
Individuals or many backgrounds can detect the
symptoms or major problems but only scientists can
errectiveiv conduct the basic investigations that might
discover their cause.'Nore and more, multidisciplinary
scientists are requtred who can Work in concert with
traditional specialists. Success in the careers of many
scientists wiJ: increasingly depenclon the rlexibility
with which an individual can change direction of his
or her scientific studies. A multidisciplinary background
provides the individual with a broad and flexible
platform designed to keep pace with !uture trends
and to maintain a wider employment potential.

in addition to its value in the preparation or scientists .

or the future. ISP students will obtain an overview or
the sciences and or mathematics and will acquire a
clear picture of the state or the art and a sense of the
problems at the forefront Such education allows
flexibility in selectinifdegree and career options and
provides an inrormed background from which to choose
a field, either at the Bachelor s level or in graduate
school. Thus, a student car avoid an arbitrary or
premature selection or a science maior. Further,
students who decide to purs9e interdisciplinr." work.
either in graduate school or in a lob. will be well-
Pquipped by an undergraduate inwgrated science
education to Ktentif% and fol:ot.s the most significant
ind inter,..utrA
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.The ISP curnaukim is designed war two oblectmes
1. to present an integratea quantitative and accelerated
treatment or tne natura: ,,ciences. ant mathematics
and -2 to preide a superior academic background
for graduate work in science aria mathematics

ISP begins witn a-. igorous tour-duarter core sequence
or prh)ic.. cnemiste. anc matnernatics, wnich provicles
the cornerstone to all runner stum in modern science
The core is designed tobuild on the adyanced
baCxgrounc ot mathematics a..ic chemistry whicn 1SP
sWdents haye had in nigh ,choo; ana tnen move
"'spicily to treatments trachtionaik resemed tor upper
division courses The core sequence is followed bv
tour simultaneous advanced sequences in life sciences
;biophysics. biochemistry miero- and macro-btological
s stems,. physical sciences -earth moon solar system,
stellar systems cosmoiogies., modern physics
particle and soiid-state physics, and mathematics

',seal anal% .sis probability

The science-mathematics curriculum is the equivalent
or 24 courses in addition, iSP stucients take 12
courses in the humanities anc elective subjects during
the three-year duration,

The ISP curricJiurn baiances trie presentation ot theon,.
labpraton work and comp;utational instruction. The
special 1SP facility contains on-line computer
terminals, some with vicleo clisoia. tor problem-solving
by students and tor demonstration lectures. An
advanced interactive computer graphics system is
planned tor the same facility A five-week summer
excursion obsenation in the Caribbean or western
United States may precede the junior year. A continuing
ISP seminar using visitors as well as Northwestern
scientists serves as a sPecial means for learning abotit,
current problems and research throughout the sciences\,

Financial ziiG

Nearh 5042- or Northyestern :tudents receive financial
-aid tram gime source The majont receive ass:stance
trom tunds administerec hy the tniversity All
ass'istance aw&derl b Northwestern is based upon
evidence or good scNolarship and financial need
Students who wish to Pe considered for aid must haYE.
their ramil% complete the Parents Confidential
5tatement requesting that i (-Op% of the torM be
sent to Ni)rthlAc--)tern

-

HONORS SCIENCE PROGRAMS

Departmental Honors Science Programs 'I-1SP
constitute a special option associated with sISP for
superior high school students who want to major In a
specialty field but who would like to gain the
actelerated basic instruction in small classes of the
ISP core sequence Qualifications are identical tor
ISP and HSP, and students in both programs proceed
through the tourquarter core sequence together.
Thereatter students who elect to follow HSP will
transfer to one of Northwestern's science departments
Or to the Department ot Mathematics to pursue
specialized course work. Honors Science Prograins
in any of these departments lead to the Bachelor's
degree in three years at-Northwestern under the same
conditions as ter ISP :see Quahficationsi. At the end .

ot-the tore sequence. HSP studerits may choose to
rematn in ISP. andat the same time. ISP students
lia% transfer to HSP.

132

MAJORS AND DEGREE OPTIONS
ASSOCIATED WITH ISP

iSP students have great flexibility in their choice of
majors and degrees to be attained at NorthAestern:

1 Single Timor Bachelor of' Arts degree in Science
on completion of ISP: students with sufficient
courie credits on entrance can attain this degree in
three years: others may require one or two extra
quarters ior graduation: a four year residence in
ISP will'allow students an even broader eaucation
in nonscsence and science subjects,

.2 Single majorBachelor of Arts degree in a
particular science discipline or mathematics or
completion of Honors Science Program; the,degree
can be achieved in three Years under the same
circumstances as tor ISP,

Dual major,e.the ISP major and a second major in
one ot the departments of science or mathematics,
resulting in the Bachelor of Arts degree in science
and a specialty f for example. chemistm): the dual
major, can normally be attained in a fourth year's
residence at Northwestern.

)

4 Dual maiors-the ISP'maior and a second Major-in an-

interdisciplinarY subject chosen II% the student.
resulting in thiBachelor ot Arts in Science and The
selected subject !for example, biogeochemOtry',
this dual major can`also normalk he attained in a
tourth year s residenceat Northwestern_

5 Two degrees in iour years at Northwestern. the
Bachelor or Arts for the ISP Major and a Master ot
Science in one ifif the tollnwinkbiological scion( e.
geological sciences. mathematics,.



What will 1SP stucints do atter graduation NA ith one titthe.degree options aOroye for those %yho choose
careers. in science or matheinatics graduate

sCh00; atthe dqctoral level \A ill :'orrtmont\ he the nest iteo
'There. the% ma: pursue amanced studie6 in aninterdIskiphnan tonic remard.,Artitn 1SP has nrovinon

Tris4k atternarn.el enter doct..r.,
vort, in a oet:ialt\ fieiC eduiPPed vtth a iignifitann,
different and broader Ncientitic oche than that prtp. toedotner unoergraduate curocula

Seime ISP graouates ma% sn to go to proresiional
sz.hooj s. such as medicine. .aw or dentistry. or to do.graduate m.dri.'in= the sociai sciences Still others ma%
decide to enter employment in iriclustr, or governmentdirecth after'graduation The ISP. Director will- suppi%information on the types or lobs for which amultidisciplinar% scientific oackground will beoarnculark useful

?LiCAT10,... PROCEDURE

t' C. noiGazt,-. 7.4../1 a t.ornpieten ISP
d{..folication tti zne Qirktor or the integrated Sciences
Program The special applicatiorl torm tor 1513 ma he
ontstinect h sending in tne torrn at the bottom (.4t this

screening committee win re\ levy the application
and notit the Cancklate pt his or her %iabilit% tor the
program EaCh candidate must also cumolete both the
rormal application and a regular application tor the
Co.lege ot Arts and Sc lences

Decision Options

lsorthwestern otters ISP candidates the opportunit% to
apoli.unoer either Eariy or Regular-Notitication.
The deadline tor Earl% Notification is December 15 and
decisions are mailed on Feoruan I Students thus
accePted must notify the L niVersit% or their decision
to enroll or withdraw their 1SP application by Februar%
15 The deadline tor Regular Notification is Februar% 13
Students choosing this Option will receive the decision
in tneir case netween March 20 and April 15 and
mu.4 reph th ma\ I

Ail candidates tor this prinram must present the thtri-.
CEE8 Achievement tests in English Composition
Math 11 and Chemism in order to be considered
Therefore candidates choosing Earl% Notincation
mu+t taketne tests h the December testing date
Regular Notitication candidates must take the test.

the lanuark testing date

...ALIKATiONS FOR ISP

Entrance to ISP is selective and cannot accommodate*
ail students interested in science The program
maintains small classes and low student. tacultY ratios
in order to Maximize learning opportunities Students

the tollowi'ng high school background will.be
must readily acceptable .tnto ISP:

.-
4 \ ears of English

2-4 N.ears or one foreign language
4 years of math, including a year of calculus
3 %ears ot science :hemistrY. Physics. biologx

2-4 years or histon or social science'

Of these coteses. calculus and chemistry are vital
prerequisites to 1SP. Nevertheless-students with
outstanding records who haVe not had calculus or..
chemistiv or who have attended schools that do not
otter appropriate courses mav still be considered for
ASP Such students. however must be prepared to
ctimplete equivalent courses in calculus andchemistr%
auring summer session following high school
graduauon.

Required are the College Entrance Examination Board
Scholastic Aptitude and Achievement tests in English
Composition. Advanced Mathematics (Level II / and
Chemistry. Students will be admitted to ISP on the.
basis or.his or her high school record. CEEB test scores.,
rPterences from high school counselors or teachers.
and involvement in science activities or' specs')
projects. SAT and Achievement test scores in
mathematics and science ot current ISP students
nearly all exceed 700.

Craduation in three years requires the student to gain
credit tor the equivWent of nine university course units
on the basis of his or her records in honors and
College preparaton high school courses.and results of
CEEB Advanced Placement Tests. Students with
records of high achievement'in the curriculum
lecommended above have excellent oppottunities to
gain full credit. Other students inho are acceptable
into )SP but who cannot gain full credit will need,one
or two extra quarters work for graduation. Universitv
course credits.will be assigned by the IP screenirtg
committee and indicated on the.notice of
acr.eptance to ISP

Specitic questions on the content and obiectives of ISP
as well as matters of oualitications and admission
should he addressed.to Director. ISP College of Arts
env! Scieni.es. Northwestern University
E%anston. III is0201-

13;'?
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°The College or Arts and Sctences

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY / EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
The)ntegrAted Science Program

Application instructions C.ancidates ho ir to z3e ,..onz.iuereci !or tne Integrateci Suence Proqam must complete:this *orm anjii reguar apoliLat.on !or uncergrauuaw aunilsion important dates .ror ..1(intiNum ti) :11)th the Lno.ersit%and the Integrated Sc.ence Program are

\.,r D.-atthneDect.rnher \otitication 7- F. nruar% Reph. Fehruar%
\ormc3t.i,n DeachneFebtuart. 13, NotiricationMarch 20-Aprii 15 Reply .N.1.1%

Name
Phone

rsz

.Current Matting Accitses-----
Stree

C Pt nd m a rt,guiar application tor admission to
\iirth.Nestern

tt' 1 tOtie irflt14.

tit.tte 4..10Cnde
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e Sc boo;
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t S Lt tre resuits or anv ot the SAT-Vernal

P AT \ N.1SQT 5tip4 ACT Eng St'i

\lath

hit-.ement Test Eng!isn \lath II Chem Other:.

.t-ase name Qn-. an!) one math teacher ..ho haw taught \ou

i.re ,tkriart 'Molt N..11t1*.

Neart 4-4 .1), .:')urNe. AIN ha\ korepleted ri graduatzon

t

i_tturse

Engtish.

I..raeiftle.tr

B.ottrig%

PN1, St(

Foreign Language
L44 *act language

../Paratek

Hl)rpn SoCi4i Science

:Geflatitec Scitnr#:t.

Near!.
Honor Course'

)es \o

11.1?411t

Ad\ anced i"at ement



:ANDIDATE INFORMATION
.9Vh is the Integrated:Science c'rogram interesting to ..lu

tease discuss '.14ur Pterest :n )c.:ence and math \\hat suniet.ls44, ')t.ence-math are esoeciall intere.,ting toou?
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Appendix B

ISP Curriculmul

1
The syllabus materials for the ISP courses can be obtained by writing to:

Director, Integrated Science Provam.
Dearborn Observatory
NorthwesterniUniversity
Evanston, IllAnois 60201



INTEGRATED SCIENCE PROGRAM
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
'NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

The Integrated Science Program is a newly created three-year curriculum that
integr4tes the natural sciences.and mathematics and leads to a B.A. in Science. ISE, is
designed for a small. group (30 per year) of academically superior students with careerItotivation in science and mathematics. The curriculum comprises 24 specially developed
c.)urses that are presented by the IS? faculty. The instructors are'senior facultynumbers from science and mathematics departments at Northwestern. IS? courses emphasizesophisticated and rigorous treatments compared to those of most regular departmental- offerings, Moreover, through coordinated instruction, use of applications, and sequenc-
ing of topicsl'the ISP curriculum attempts to integrate the natutal sciences and mathe-matics and to show that the techniques of one discipline commonly are applicable toothers. Beside formal course work and laboratories, ISP includes a regular seminar
and frequent visits of small groups of ISP students with Northwestern researchers togive an acquaintance with problems at the forefront and an appreciation of how researdnis done. Specific'contents and sequence of the ISP courses are on a seParate enclosure
with this letter.

S? is an,experiment tn a new pathway of undergraduate science education and, assuch, is sponsored by NSF with a 3-year grant. One philosophical concept to be testedin :S? is that there is a strong common base among science disciplines and that the
exercise,. of Intellect, analysis, and innovation, and the organization of knowledge arelore effectively accomplished by emphasizing the common base rather than the conventions
and techniques unique to each discipline. A second idea is that the undergraduate yearsare the time for students, especially those gifted intellectually, to learn in breadthand depth the full realm:of science. The appropriate time for such students to specializeis in .graduate school. As a corollary, we regard graduate work at the Ph.D. level asessential for IS? graduates who plan to become practicing scientists. Thus, IS? isdesigned to provide a comprehensive and rigorous background for graduate studies in allfields f science.

:n adcttion to,:SP courses, IS? students take 12 courses outside the natural
sciences, selected from University offerings in fine arts, history, philosophy, social
icikince, and foreIgn language. IS? students and faculty convene about every .other week

2 soectal seminar. Speakers are drawn from the Northwestern faculty and from the
szten-i",- -ommunity. This year's speaker group includes: Professors Hans Betheof 1.ornelI, J.Y. Lettvin of M.I.T.; Harry Gray of Caltech, W. Haken of University of

:1linois, and Bart Bok of University of Arizona.

The IS? quarters consist of a lounge/seminar room, classroom, computer facilities,and director's and secretary's offices. ISP students are issued keys to the buildingand are encouragedto use the quarters day and night for study, discussion, and collabor*attve work zn problem sets. Our computer equipmeqx currently compris.ts four terminalson line #:,+ the Northwestern CDC 6600. One video terminal together with a monitor is in
the classroom for real time problem solving during lectures. We are currently adding
an interactive xraphics terminal to the facility. As part of the interactive system,ve -4111 develop software packages that will permit students to explore extensively the
sac:uttcns to problems under a variety of conditions and in applications to many fields.

antictpate that interactive computer graphics will allow student inquiry to proceed
substantially farther than can be achieved in the normal classroom-homework situation.



. The first ISP class began fall t6. Thirty students were selected from a
group of about 120/applicants whOse credentials were considered satisfactory
'vear of calculus, excellent adhievtment record, evidence of strong science-math
motivation). The only easily transmitted measures.of ability of the first class
-are average SAT scores: 670v, 750m. Most were in the upper few percent of their
-graduating class, had rrade averages of 348 or better, and strong recommendations
from science and, math teachers. The performance of the majority of these students
in their freshman courses in ISP h been commensurate with our goals for an
intellectually stipulated, achieving

as,

group of undergraduate science majors.

The second class !or ISP for fall '77 has just been recruited. From a larger
applicant pool this year, the 30 students selected have the following average
SAT scores: 683v, 755m. On these bases, we are confident that in years to come,
ISP will continue to attract students with outstanding academic credentials.

Mark A. Pinsky

Director, :ntegrated Science Program



INTEGRATED SCIENCE PROGRAM
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

ISP Curriculum'

Core Sequence

--MATHEMATICS Xl. Taylor's formula, approximation, vectors-yector differentiation,
dot and cross products',Aine integrals, polar coordinates, lines and planes, surfaces,
partial derivatives, gradient, chain rule, extremal, problems in several variables,
implicit functions and their,derivatives, Lagrange multipliers, double and triple
integrals, cylindrical and sphericaA. coordinates. Principalkapplications and spherical
coordinates. Principal applications in mind: linear and rotational motion,
thermodynamics. Text: Calculus. an Introduction to Applied Methematics, Greenspan
and Benney.

s

k,

COMPUTER X1 Initruction in BASIC and computer access through online systems.
'Computational problems illustrating approximation,.numerical solution of differential
equations, trajectories, stepwise integration. 'Formal material presented as part
of Math Xl.

PHYSICS X1 Vector kinematics, dynamics, free body problems, momentum, work-energy
theorem, energy diagrams, angular momentum, torque, rigid body motion, rotating
coordinate systems, central force fields and plane motion, 2-body problems, Kepler's
laws', harmonic motion, damped oscillator, special relativity. Laboratory in particle
motions and dynamics, collisions, and oscillations. Text: Introduction to Mechanics,
Kleppner and Kolenkow.

CHEMISTRY XI Inorganic Chemistry; equilibria; acids and bases; periodicity; bonding;
metal complex chemistry; redox processes; organometallics; chemical kinetics; laboratory
wurk in atomtc--sperctrascopy-, -ac-id-trase--rres-tto,u n-5-,--sotubttivr,-rartettraeTry7-an-d-electro-

chemistry. Text: Basic Inorganic Chemistry, Cotton and Wilkinson.

MATHEMATICS X2 Vector filalde, conservative fields, surface area, surface integrals,
parametrically defined surfaces, vector operators, divergence theorem, Green's theorem
and,Stokes' theorem. Principal application: electromagnetic fields. First order_
differential equations, introduction to numerical methods, statement of existence-
uniqueness theorem, linear equations, second order linear equations, linear independenCi
of sollaions, Wronskian, constant coefficients, ,reduction of order, variation of
paramelirs, series solution at ordinary points, infinite series, convergence tests.

;Principal applications: mochanicsl and electrical oscillations. Text: Calculus,
au Introduction to Applied Mathematics, Greenspan and Benney; Differential &Illations
and Their Applications, Braun; Differential &mations with Applications and Blitorical

,12141, Simmoni.
,

COMPUTER X2 Batch technique,'POBTRAN /V, statements, program structure, variables;
arithmetic types, do-loop/continoe, freeform read, printipunch, if, subroutines, format,
special manipulations', machine dependencies. -Lecture and laboratoty totilltitute seven''
spec ialli scheduled sessions.

PHYSICS X2 Electrostaticsoielectric field, flux And Gauss' law, electric potential,
gradient.of potential, divergence theorem, differential filrm of Gauss' law, DC circu3ts
anditirchoff's la,te, conductors, capacitorss.RC circuits.lrlields.of' moving charges,
magnetic field, vector potential, Hall effect, electromagnetic induttion, self-inductance,
displacement'current, Maxwell's equations, alternating-current circuits, networks, power

.4 --,
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and energy in circuits, electric fields in matter, dipole distributions, polarize-
bility tensor, polarized matter, electric susceptibility, dielectrics, magnetic
lields in matter, field of a current loop*, field of a permanent magnet, ferromagnetism.
Laboratory in electrostatics, DC_circuits, oscilloscope, e/m ratio of electron, RC eirtu#S.
text Zlectricitv and Magnetism, Berkeley Physics Series:

CHEMISTRY X2 Concepts of organic Chemistry, bondi in organic molecules, stereoisomerism,
.nuclear magnetic resonance'spectroscopy, alkanel, alkenes, alkynes, alkyl halides, alcohols.
'Text: Introduction to Organic Chemistry, Streitwieser and Heathcock.

MATHEMATICS X3 Power series, Taylor series, regular singular points, Bessel functions.
,Matrices, Gaussian elimination, matrix inverses, rank, vector spaces, linear independence
and dimension, determinants, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, application to solution of

linear systems, change of basses, principal axis theorem, applicaxion to normal modes

of finite discrete systems. Introduction to nonlinear differential equations.

Text: Differential Equations and Their Applications, Braun; Differential Equations

with Applications and Historical Notes, Simmons; Introduction tolinear Alaimo
Zelinsky.

PHYSICS X3 Simple oscillations, the superposition principle, coupled oscillations,
vibratingstring, resonance, traveling waves, refraction and dispersion, energy flux
reflection and transmission, wave packets
dimensions, radiation from a point charge
refraction, interference and diffraction,
Text: Wave, Optics, and Modern Physics,

, group velocity, waves in two and three
, polarization, polarized states, double
Huygen's principle. Laboratory.
Young.

CHEMISTRY X3 Continuation of organic chemistry with focus on carbonyl compounds

(aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids), carbohydrates, amines and aromatic compounds.

Concepts in synthesis of organic compounds, biorganic chemistry, and applications of

infrared, ultraviOlet, and mass spectrqmetry in organic chemistry. Laboratory work in

preparations, spectroscopic characterizations, functional group.analysis, separations.

Text: Introduction to Organic Chemistry, Streitmieser and Heathcock.

MATHEMATICS X4 Orthogonal expansions, Fourier series, orthogonal polynomial expansions

and their.convergence properties. Partial differential equations, separation of

variables; initial-boundary value problems for the LaPlace-diffusion-wave-Schrbdinger

equations. Solution by transform methods and finite difference approximations.

Text: Fourier Series and Boundary Value Problems, Churchill.

CHEMISTRY X4 Physical Chemistry; las laws and properties, van der Waal's equation;

kinetic theory; Boltzmann distribution; critical phenomena; laws of thermodynamics;

free energy and spontaneous processes, Clausius-Clapeyroq equation; phase equilibria,

phase rule; nonequilibrium thermodynamics; Caratheodory principle; information theory;

phase transition. Text: Physical Chemistrr, Moore.

Advanced Physics Sequence

PHYSICS Y1 Background of'quantum mechanics (thermal radiation, photons, wave-particle

duality), Bohr atom, Schrbdinger equation, time-independent solutions, hydrogen 'model,

probability density, magnetic dipole moments, spm and transition ratesonultielectron

atoms, optical and X-ray spirttra, quantum statistics. T*xt: Introduction to duantum

Theory, Park.

PHYSICS Y2 Molecules, vibrational-rotational-electronic spectra, solids, bUnd theorY,

electrical conduction, iemiconductors, superconductivity, magnetism of solids. Textst

.
Introduction to Quantum Theory, Park; Modern physics, *Leighton.

141)
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MATHEMAT/CS Yl Analytic functions of a complex variable, Cauchy's theorem,
residue calculus, evaluation of definite integrals. Conformal mapping and its
application to potential problems. Laplace transform methods for initial value
problems. Asymptotic methods, including Laplace's method and the method of
stationary phase. Text: Complex Variables and its Application, Cip.trchill,

Brown & Verhey.

MATHEMATICS Y2 --Eleifehti-61-0-ilibibillti-Eheory, binomial and Poisson distributlons,
conditional probability, Bayes'rule, central limit theorem, interval estimation

. and hypotheses testing, sequential methods, introduction to stochastic processes.
Text: Probability and its Applications, vol. I, Feller.

Advanced Physical Science Sequence

PHYSICAL SCIENCE Y1 Features and motions of the solid earth, gravitation, potential
theory, harmonics of earth's gravity and magnetic fields, inversion techniques, mass
aistribution in earth, heat generation-diffusion-mess convection in ehe earth, temperature
distribution, phase changes, melting and volcanism, elasticity, fracture and earthquakes,
elastic waves and ray paths, internal structure of earth, plate tectonics, continentil
drift. Field study in gravity measurements and data reduction laboratory.

-Text: /ntroduction to Geophysics, Garland.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE Y2 Features, motions, and processes of the earth's surface-oceans-
atmospherev equations of motion-and continuity in fluid flow, dynamics of the Gulf
Stream and other oceanic systems, glaciers and ice ages,sthemical cycles at the earth's
surface; time in geology; origin of earth; stellar spectra, emission and adsorption;
radiative transfer in stellar atmospheres. Text: physical Oceanography, Defant;
Astrophysical Concepts, Harwit,

PHYSICAL SCIENCE Y3
1

Ste-l-lar-stur-eture,--equi----equattorks-ef---state-,---opac+ty;
energy sources, nuclear reaction rates, energy transport mechanisms; models of
homogeneous stars, numerical solutions, Russell-Vogt theorem; mass-luminosity;
H-R diagram, stellar evolution; nucleosynthesis, supernovae; compact stars, white
dwarts, Aeutron stars, black holes. Text: Astroph.W.cal Concepts, Marwit

Lite Sciences Sequence

LIFE SCIENCES /I Principles of biochemistry; proteins - structure/function
relationships, primary-secondary-tertiary structure and evolutionary variability

- of protein; chemical and cellular immunology; enzyme machzmisms and kinetics;
enzyme regulation in tbe cell; catabolic and biosynthetic properties of cells;
membrane structure'and transport; macro-molecular assemblies; DNA zmd-cbrmmosome
structure; genetic organization and mutation; DNA'replication and recmmbination;
transcription and translation of the.genetic code. Text: Biochemistry, Stryer;
Molecular Biology of the Gene, Watson.

1.1YEICIENCES Y2 Phyeicel.and mathematical aspects of biochemistry-amd-molecular
biology; protein interaction with small molecules and allosterism; theory of ultra-

centrifugation; facilitative diffusion, X-ray diffraction studies of DNA fibers;
energy calculations for conformations of peptide units; protein tertiary structure*

determination., Reference works among journal articles.

1--"" 1 /Not offered.
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LIFE SCIENCES Y3 Cell-biology and physiology; leucaryotic cell morpho1ogy including
organelle structure-function relationships and structures for interactions between
cells.; cellular energetics and compartmentalization of biochemical activities;
kinetics of diffusion and non-electrolyte transport; cell surface interactions;
molecular embryology and control of gene function; mitosis and the control of cell
proliferation;, cellular immunology muscle, proteins and contractile systems; nerve
and synapse physiology, resting and action potentials; ion transport equations.
References: Molecular Biology of the Gene, Watson; The Physiology of the Excitable
Cells, Aidley; Functions of Biological Membranes, Davies.

LIFE SCIENCES Y4 . Biology of perception and memory from tutorial format; neuroanatomy
and neurophysiology of relevant part of nervous system; elements of communications
theory; theories of perception based on Fourier analysis; >molecular bases for
memory based on directed synthesis of proteins and nucleic acids and their regulation.
References: Remarks on the Visual System of the Frog, Lettvin; Pattern Recognition
&7171.7117;;) Ullman; Curreit Biochemical Approach to Learning and Memory, Essman
and Nakajima.

LIFE SCIENCES Y5 Population biology and evolutionary theory; integration of
theoretical-, experimental,And field aspects of contemporary population and
evolutionary biology; maintenance of genetic variation; causes of succession;
mathematical models of topics addressed, for example, dynamics of interacting species
and analysis of gene/frequency change. Laboratory: protein identification.by gel
electrophoresis; field work. References: An Introduction to Population Genetics
/heory, Crow and Kimura; Theoretical Ecology: Frinciples and Application, May.

The complete syllabus materials for the ISP courses can be obtained by writing to:

Director, Integrated Sdience Program
Dearborn Observatory
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois 60201



Year One

Year Two

Year Thre

1 IA

I l'Ouarter

ISP CURRICULUM

Winter' Ouarter SpriuM Ouarter

Math X1 .

.

Multidimensional calculus
MaehX2

Vector differential operators
and ordinary differential

Math X3
Systeum of differential equations,
linear algebra, and infinite series

Physics X1 equations
Mechanics Physics X3

Physics X2 Waves and oscillations
Chemistry X1 Electricity and magnetism .

General chemistry Chemistry X3 '-

Chemistry X2 . Organic chemistry
Computer X1 Organic chemistry .

Liberal Arts Computer X2
Liberal'Arts

Liberal Arts

Math X4 Math yl Math Y2
Boundary value problems Functions of a complex Probability and statistics

Physical Science Y1 _

variable
*

.

Physics Y2
Physics and chemistry of Physics YI Solid-molecular-atomic
earth (the solid earth). Quantum mechanics physics

.

Chemistry X4 Life Sciences Yl Life.Sciences,Y2
Physical chemiatry Principles of biochemistry Physical ana mathematical

sLiberal Arts
,

Liberal Arts
biochemistry

.

Liberal Arts

Physics Y3 Science Y2 Physical Science Y35

High energy physics
i

.

'Physical
Oceans and Atmospheres;
As trophy. ice

:Astrophysics
,

.

.

Life Sciences 13 . Life Sciences 15 .

Cell biology and physiology life Sciences Y4
Biology of perception and .

Population biology-and'
evolutionary theory .

Liberal Arts memory

Liberal Arts

,

Liberal Arts
Liberal Arts

.

t
..

Liberal Arts
Liberal Arts

Not offered. 2 courses'are coresequence,
Y coUrses are advanced sequences

,,

A
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Appendix C

ISP Course Evaluation Ques4-ionnaire-

ISP Summary Questionnaire
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Name

ISP COURSE EVALUATION

We are interested in your assessment of the ISP curriculum. Please complete
one of these forms for each ISP course taken during the past quartet. Thank
you for your cooperation.

Instructor's Name:

Course (Name/Number):

a e (Quarter, Yr.):

You may add comments beneath the question, or at ihe end of the questionnaire,
you wish.

ee the following scale in answering each question. CIRCLE ONE CHOICE ONLY
on ach line.

1. Stong1y 'Agree
2. Agree
1. Neutral
4. Disagree
5. Strongly Disagree

1. The course material was presented'on too difficult a level for me.

2. I feel I learned a lot from taking this course.

3. The teacher-had an excellent knowledge of the subject.

4. The teacher made good use of examples and illustrations.

.5. The general attitude and preparation.of fellow students contributed
to the value of the class.

6. The teacher was readily available after/outside of class for
discussion of course material.

7. The teacher hadisufficient evidence in terms of class participation
exams, and/cr written work, on which to base evaluation of a
student's performance.

I au glad I took the course.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

.1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 ,4 5

The teacher's discussion of the course material was intellectually 1 2 3 4 5
.stimulating.

10. The teacher communpated his/her ideas in a clear and organized 1:2 3.4 5°
manner.

11. _I would have' liked the lectures ordiscussions to have conc rned 1 2 3 4 5
themselves more With the readings.

12. Considering the size of the claiss, the teacher's policy toward
discussing questionsyss sattsfactory.

ip CONTINUE ON OTIO SIDE

1 2 3 ,fe 5



13. The book(s) were good choices for the course. . 1 2 3 4 5

14. The.teacher showed enthusiasm for the subject and teaching. 1 2 3 4 5

15. The classes were to the point and time was well spent. 1 2 3 4 5

16. The grading procedure was fair and inpartial. 1 2 3 4 ;

17. This course required ablot of time. 1 2 3 4,5

18. The yapers, if any, covered important aspects of the coure
material.

1 2 3 4 5

19. The tests, if any, covered important aspects of the course 1 2 3 4 '5

material.

20. The tests, if any, had questions which mere too general and/or 1 2 3 4 5
ambiguous.

21. For me, the pace at which material was covered lAs

1. Much too fast 2. Too fast 3. About right ..4. ToWslow 5 Much too slow

22. Was thi class site satisfactory for die method of conducting the class?

1. Yes, all of the time; 2. Yes, most of the time; 3. No, class too latge;

No, class too small; 5. Class size not important,

normally attend class:

1 All of the time; 2. Most of the time; 3. Ha*.f of the time;

4. Sometimes; 5. Hardly ever.

. 24. What do you feel was the main source of your learning in this course?* CIRCLE ONE.

1. Almost all from the teacher and
.his/her lectures and effort.

Almost all from reading the book(s).

3. Equally from both teacher.aild book(s).

4. From independent study.

5. From quiz sections, labs, or
small group discussions.

6.. Prom writing'paper(s) or pre-
paring for wits, quizzes, etc? .

25. The teacher was actively helgul when students had difficulty.
. .1 2 3 4 5

26. Tho teacher was inflexible. ') 1 2 3 4 5

27. The objectives of this course were never exp icitly stated. 1 2 3 4 5.=

---2e. The readings were difficult. 1 2 3 4 5

29. this course did mot prepare Me to solve problems in this subject 1 2 3 4'5
area.

CONTINill ON NEXT PAGE
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30. This course was related to my other courses.

'" 31. This course dealt with issues I think are re1evaneb

32. This Ourse built on my previous knowledge.'

33. 'This course wet challenging.

34. Shad skills that,helped with the course.

35. This course was mostly a repeat.

36. The homework was useful.

Quiz/Lab Section (37-42)

.-tfoudienothitaA.limlannaleluizorlaseskithissection

37. The quiz or la, instructor was able to answer the studnt's
questions ads uately.

38 The quiz or,1 b instructor stimulated and maintained discussion.

39. The quizor lab instructor told itudents when they had done well.

40., The quiz sections or labs were useful.

T 41. The Auiz or lab instructor displayed enthusiasm for the course.

42. The quiz or lab instructor graded my work fairly.
s

Computer tnstruction (43-47)

Iljou did not hav4 an com uter instruction lease ski to ues on 48.

43. The amount of time spent on computer instruction was sufficient.

44. I feel the formal insturction on computers was inadequate.

45. I feel more computer assignments.are needed.

46. This -courde has prepared me to solve problems on the computer.

47. This courts has prepared ne to easily go further in computer
programming.

41

s

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4'5

1 2 3 4.5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2.3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

a
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Essay-Questions (411-50)

484 Why was this a good course, a bad course, an in-between cimrse?

49. How could the instructor best improve his/her course d tiaching?

.50. Please add any other comments:



Name

ISP Sulearz4uestionnaire

We are interested in how successful you feel the ISP'faculty has been in creating
an integrated science program. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree
with each of the following statements.
Answer using the following scale:

1 2 3 5
strongly agree agree neutral disagree stiongly disagree

I. The material in mathematics was directly useful in physics.

2. The material in mathematics was directly useful in chemistry.

3. The material in physics was directly useful in mathematics.

4. The material in physics was directly useful in chemistry.

5. The material in chemistry was directly useful in mathemAtics.

6. The material in chemistry was directly useful in physics.

7. The teacher in mathematics clearly coordinated his/her presentation of
the material with the work done in Physics. ctio

8. The teacher in mathematics clearly coordinated his/her presentation of
the material with the work done in chemistry.

9. The teacher in phsyics clearly coordinated his/her presentation of the
material with the work'done in mathematics.

10. The teacher in,physics clearly coordinated his/her presentation of the
material vith the work done in chemistry.

11. The teacher in chemistry clearly coordinated his/her presentation o
the material with the work done in mathemattcs.

12. The teacher in chemistry clearly coordinated his/her preeentation of
the material with the work done in physics.,

13. The teachers in mathematics and physics coordinated their homework
asiignment and examinations to lessen the amount of work that students
would have to do at any one time.

14. The teachers in mathematics and chemistry coordinated their homework
assignments and examinations to leseen the amount of work that students
would have to do at any one time.

15. The teacher3 in physics and chemistry coordinated their homework
assignments and examinations to lessen the amount of work that students
would have to dp,,aA,any onetime.

16. The. ISP program 'has -ihown me how the different scientific disciplines
are interrelated.

17. The ISP faculty hive successfully created an integrated science program.
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ISP Student S rvey
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ISP Student Survey

,P1ease feel free to elaborate on your answers.

A. We are interested in your usage of various facilities and opportunities provided
by the community, the university; and the ISP program. On the average, how many
times per week do you do each of the following?
Answer using the following scale:

0 a none
1 0 one
2 a two
3 a three
4 a four or more

1. enter the library (including its branches)

2. enter Norris University Center

3. use Patten Gym or the Blomquist Recreation Building

4, attend a musical or theatrical event

5. attend a movie

6. attend a non7class speech or lecture (excluding ISP seminars)

7. enter Vogelback Computing Center

8, use the ISP computer terminals

9. enter the ISP lounge during the day (i.e., before 6 P.M.)

10. enter the ISP lounge in the evening (i.e., after 6 P.M.)

'B. We are interested in how often you have had various types,of interactions with
your instructors. How many times during the past quarter,hsve you done each
of the following?
Answer using the following scale:

-4=1

0 0 none
1 a one
2 a two
3 a three
4 a four or more

4.

met with a course instructor to discuss your progress in his or her course

2. met with a faculty member (other than your advisor) to discuss your
overall progress and goals

jt r-
3. met with your educational advisor

4. received feedback from an instructor Which made you feel that you might
become a creative or productive vorker in his or her field



Listed below are some statements which Could bemade about university professors.
How well does each .statement,describe the 1SP instructors you have had?' '

Answer using the following scale:

2 3

not at all
descriptive

5 6 7

very descriptive

1. The instructors are genuinely interested in students and their problems.

2. The instructors get to know few of,their students by name.

3. The instructors grade students more on the basis of extraneous or
irrelevant factors than on the quality of their work.

4. The instructors challenge students to produce to the liwit of their
intellectual and creative capacities.

5. The instructors are very open to complaints and suggestions from students.

Listed below are several terms and phrases which could be used to describe A
university's psychological climate or atmosphere. Haw well does each term or
phrase describe the atmosphere in ISP and/or the attitudes of its students?
Answer using the following scale:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
not at all very
descriptive descriptive

1. intellectual

2. snobbish

3. -iocial

4. practical-minded

5. friendly

6. lots of group spirit

7. happy

. 8 depressed

9. genuine affection for the school

10. much competition for grades

11. high level of academic honesty and integrity'

12. high academic standards set by the faculty

13. high academic standards set by the students for themselves.



, E. Some of your time outside of class is spent on academic activities (e.g., doing
course assignments and studying for exams). Other time is spent on non-academic
activities (e.g., partyingeand eating).

What percentage (0 to 100%) of your awake time (i.e. , time when you are not
sleeping) would you say you spend in class? %

What percentage of your awake time would you say yoz spend on academic
activities outside of the classroom! %

(i) Of the three people with whom you are most likely to be when you are
engaged in academic activities outside of the classroom, how many are
in 1SP? 0 1 2 3

(b) What percentage of your academic-related time outside of the classroom
would you say you spend with other ISP students? %

(c) .How useful have you fOund your interactions with other students in terms1
of increasing your awn comprehension of the material in your lath and I

science courses? (Circle A number)

1 2 3' 4 5 6 7

not at.all useful very useful

4. (a) Of the three people with whom you are most likely to be when you are
engaged in non-academic activities, how many ire in ISP? 0 1 2 3

(b) What percentage of your non-icademic time would you say'you spend with
other :SP students? (Ignore the time you spend sleeping in making
this estimate.)

41,

(For first-quarter freshmen only)

1. Were you given-3-year status when you entered NU? Yes No

2. If yes, how much did this influence your decision to enroll in IS??
ijCirlce a nuthber)

1 2 3. 4 5 6 7
not at all very much

G. 1. Would you like ISP to be spread over 4 rather than 3 years?...

1 2 3 4 5 6\ 7

definitely not definitely yes

2.a. Are you considering spending a fourth year at NU?

1 2 3

definitely not
5 6 7

definitely yes

if you do spend a fourth year here, what do you think you will study?
(teave'blank if not applicable)

.1,54
3.a. Are you considering getting an advanced degree?

1 2 3

definitely not
5 6 7

- definitely yes



b. If you do get an advanced degree, what fields might yoil study, and what
universities might you attend? (Leave blank if not applicable)

4. What, if any, science-related i.iareers are you considering pursuing?

5.. What, if any, non-science careers are you considering purusing?

How enthusiastic are you about pursuing a career in science?

1 3 4 5 6 7
not at all :very much

H. ISP probably appeals to different people for different reasons. How.much does
each of the following aspects of ISP contribute.towards making ISP a satisfying
educational experience for you?
Answer using the following scale:

vi
=1~1111MIR

,

1 2 1 4 5 6 7'
not,at all , very much

ISP lounge

IS? seminars

lab visits

4. computer facilities

5. cOmputer _instruction

6 association with intelligent students

7 association with students interested in science

8. potential foreaining a degree in 3 years

9. potential for earning idegrees in 4 years

10., avoidance of arbitrary choice of a traditional major

11. curriculum encompassing all the natural sciences and math

12. curriculum integrating math and the-natural sciences

13 accelerated and rigOrous courses

14. small class size

IS. use of NU's best faculty

.15516. 1SP advising system

17. potentially griater.appeal of IP to graduate schools
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I. 'How satiefied are you with each ofthe following aspects of the ISP program?
Answer using the following stale:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very'dissatisfied very satisfied

.

1. degree of emphasis on the relationships among the basic sciences and
mathematics

2 degree ofemphasis on interdisciplinary subjects

3. degree of exposure to aew and challenging concepts

4. opportunity'to thoroughly master the basics ,

5. size of ISP classes

6. difficulty level of ISP courses

7. degree'of freedom in course selection

8. relevance of courses to your interests

9., amount of interaction with other ISP students

10. amount of interaction with non-ISP students

.11. amount of interaction with ISP faculty

12 amount of interaction with other NU faculty

13. quality of advise and guidance re6ived from faculty'

14. physical facilities of the ISP program

13. number of outlets for creative activities

16. amount of work required

In general, how satisfied ate you with your experience in ISP?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very dissatisfied very satisfied

2. Row much have you enjoyed the experience of beibg in /SP?

1 2 3 5 6 7
not ae all k very muctr

How would you rate the amount of time required for ISP course assignments?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
much too little much tbo much

Think about -"hat you hoped to learn.from your math and science courses this
year. How does the amount of knowledge you've gained so far competed with
what you hoped you would.have learned by now?

1 2 3 4 5 . 6 7
I learned much less, I learned much more
than I had hoped than I had hoped. -

5. Row easy or difficult has it been for you to manage your time during the
past quarter?

vary easy
1 2 3 4 5' 6 7

156 very difficult



How do y61.1 think ISP compares with other Northwestern science'programsr

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ISP is much betters'ISP is much worse

7. 'Please iusgest mays in which you think the ISP program could be improved.


